
The Kingdom Of The Netherlands
In The Caribbean ~ Introduction

This book occupies a special place among the numerous
publications and events marking the 50th anniversary of
the Charter for the Kingdom of the Netherlands. It is
critical,  steers clear of platitudes, and opens up new
prospects:  rather  than  losing  themselves  in
reminiscences, the writers set out to define the tasks
that  lie  ahead.  Repairing the Kingdom, globalization,
imagination, reforming and reinventing the Kingdom of
the Netherlands – those are the watchwords – linking
the contributions to this book. Without losing sight of
historical realities (including the distressing fortunes of

Suriname) the writers are more concerned – strikingly so – with the future. And
they naturally avoid fixing their gaze narrowly on the islands themselves; instead,
they take in the ocean that washes their shores, as it were – an ocean that links
them to continents near and far and that has in a sense given the Caribbean
island communities their open identity. Any comparison of the relative prosperity
and well-being of  the islands in the Caribbean demonstrates that  those in a
constitutional relationship with a larger country overseas are doing far better
than the independent island states.

Autonomy as watchword
Even so, during the period in which the Kingdom Charter came into being, the
primary aim was to maximize the autonomy of the Netherlands Antilles and of
Suriname – which at that point had yet to achieve independence. Until 1955 the
Kingdom of the Netherlands found itself  under heavy pressure in the United
Nations to comply with its  obligation to decolonize.  At the end of  that year,
exactly twelve months after the signing of the Charter, the Kingdom’s reporting
obligation was lifted, in recognition of the decolonization of Suriname and the
Netherlands Antilles.[i] In this context, it makes perfect sense that the Charter
was seen first and foremost as a document enshrining the autonomy of these
territories.  The enumeration of  Kingdom affairs was construed as exhaustive,
although scope was created for adding policy areas in mutual agreement, and for
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regulating certain matters jointly in Kingdom acts. The Charter also provides a
broad framework for statutory or voluntary cooperation in arranging matters that,
in principle, fall within the scope of the autonomy of the three countries of the
Kingdom. This made the Kingdom of the Netherlands into an asymmetrical federal
state, one of whose constituent parts or ‘countries’ – the Netherlands – accounted,
and still accounts for the vast majority of the Kingdom’s population, its economic
potential, and its institutional structure. In spite of this disparity, the equality of
the Netherlands Antilles, Suriname (until 1975) and Aruba (since 1986) as other
countries of this Kingdom is engraved in stone in the Charter.

A changed world
Fifty years on, the Charter remains almost unchanged but the world about it has
been  transformed.  A  world  of  separate  national  societies  divided  by  heavily
guarded borders in which independence was cherished as the highest ideal has
given way to an acknowledged interdependence among states, from the largest to
the smallest. This new pattern of international relations is still evolving. The old
system of sovereign states as the supreme political structures ‘cannot cope’ with
numerous  transnational  problems,  some  concerning  garden-variety  crimes
(transnational mafias and cybercrime) and many concerning non-security related
issues (environmental degradation and pandemics that know no borders).[ii] But
new modes of international governance are still in development.

One of the most noteworthy changes is in the relationship between people and the
multiplicity of dimensions of their everyday world. The formation of nation states
was the result of a process of demarcation that involved not just the state and its
laws but also the people subject to them. The 1950s witnessed, on the one hand,
the formation of national states taking the place of colonial administration, and on
the other, the first efforts to transcend states – preoccupation with borders which
was  often  rooted  in  hostility  –  for  instance,  the  founding  of  the  European
Communities.[iii] The Charter exhibits traces of both these trends: on the one
hand, the autonomy it grants to the overseas territories appears to be a giant leap
towards independence; on the other hand, the decision to link the three countries
in an enduring confederation indicates that separatism is not necessarily the
overriding force. A year before the Charter’s adoption, the Dutch Constitution had
been amended to permit the transfer of certain powers to international agencies
and to accord priority to applicable legal norms originating in the international
arena.



Much has changed in the world since then, but the Charter – at least as far as its
main features are concerned – has not. The tug-of-war between opposing forces
that was going on when it was concluded continues to be felt today.

Take migration, one of the most obvious examples. The Charter and the relevant
country ordinances are all  based on the assumption that every person has a
country to which he or she has an exclusive connection, whether by nationality or
by residence. Moving from one territory to another is regarded, in principle, as a
permanent change. Migrants are seen as people seeking a new homeland; the
reintroduction of the requirement to renounce their previous nationality if they
wish to become Dutch citizens amounts to an explicit assumption that they will
put the past behind them, and the same applies in principle to migration within
the Kingdom. The reality at the beginning of the twenty-first century, however, is
that the desire for cross-border mobility – with frequent visits to the country of
origin, which retains its practical and emotional significance – is more prevalent
than a desire to emigrate for good.[iv] Neither policy nor legislation is attuned to
this; on the contrary, the illusion is fostered on both sides, through admission
regulations, integration conditions and language rules, that people can only be at
home in one country. This means that a major opportunity, namely the option of a
transatlantic  Kingdom  with  shared  nationality,  is  being  missed.  Were  this
principle to be embraced, policy in all the countries of the Kingdom would have to
focus far more on educating people in cross-border citizenship, including matters
such as language skills and historical awareness.

The Kingdom of the Netherlands and the European Union
A far more open approach to identity has been adopted in the development of the
European Union. Even before the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe
was  drafted,  a  constitutional  structure  evolved  from  within  the  European
Communities, for which the European Union, since the 1992 Maastricht Treaty,
has  provided  the  framework.  The  European  part  of  the  Kingdom  of  the
Netherlands is fully integrated into it. On an equal footing with larger European
states, including the United Kingdom, Germany, France and Spain, as well as
small and even tiny states, the Netherlands accepts the fact that its legislation
and policy are embedded in European laws, framework laws and other legislation.
The Netherlands Antilles and Aruba have remained outside this structure to date,
however, since these parts of the Kingdom are linked to the EU only as two of the
– overseas countries and territories – associated with the EU. This association,



which primarily facilitates exports of raw materials to Europe, meant a great deal
to France’s colonies in Africa when the European Economic Community was first
formed. Today, aside from the Caribbean parts of the Kingdom, it applies almost
exclusively to sparsely or very sparsely populated islands that appear untouched
by the thickening of international relations.  For the Netherlands Antilles and
Aruba, however, continued participation in the interplay of cross-border relations
is of vital importance.

The ultimate effect of this differential relationship with the European Union is
that, while the Netherlands becomes ever more firmly embedded in European
structures,  the  ties  within  the  Kingdom  are  being  eroded.[v]  The  direct
enforceability of judicial decisions in all member states does not apply to the
overseas countries of the Kingdom. There are economic consequences as well in
that the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba cannot benefit from key instruments of
cross-border  cooperation  within  and  with  the  European  Union,  such  as  the
external trade agreements concluded in the WTO and those with other economic
alliances (e.g. Mercosur).

This  situation  need  not  continue.  The  Constitution  for  Europe  provides  the
possibility of a special kind of affiliation to the European Union on the same basis
as  islands  and  island  groups  such  as  Guadeloupe,  Martinique,  Madeira,  the
Azores  and the  Canary  Islands,  known as  the  EU’s  ‘outermost  regions’.  The
debate on whether the Caribbean parts of the Kingdom should exploit this option
is being distorted by those who see the application of European Union law solely
in terms of a loss of autonomy. This is the same one-sided view that has muddied
the waters of debate on the Constitution for Europe, and it reflects a lack of
understanding of Union law and the way it works. This law is not aimed, nor could
it  be  aimed,  at  eradicating  the  variety  of  socioeconomic,  physical  and
geographical conditions in an enormously diverse area. What it does set out to
achieve  is  the  joint  promotion  of  interests  in  the  many  areas  (trade,  social
security, environment, food security, law enforcement, immigration and defence)
in which countries – even much larger islands such as Ireland and Britain – can no
longer act effectively in splendid isolation.

The Charter as a defining boundary
In the European part of the Kingdom too, most politicians have been far too slow
to acknowledge that the existing weak form of association as ‘overseas countries
and territories’ is slowly but surely undermining the ties within the Kingdom. This



problem  is  exacerbated  by  the  fact  that  the  lonely  path  followed  by  the
Netherlands Antilles and Aruba – aside from the association they have entered
into with the far poorer independent states in the Caribbean – reinforces an
introverted political culture. The Charter, at least as it has been interpreted in the
past, is partly to blame for this. Because of the text’s emphasis on autonomy, the
scope for cooperation the Charter provides has not been fully exploited.

While more and more opportunities for cooperation were being developed within
the European Communities, the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba were trying to
deal with a growing number of issues on their own. Even in areas of transport and
communication – in which international cooperation is constantly expanding –
separate companies have been set up in the Caribbean parts of the Kingdom, and
these are often kept in operation against the island communities’ own interests.
While  countries  such  as  France  and  Germany  have  relinquished  monetary
autonomy,  giving  up  the  franc  and  the  mark  for  the  euro,  Aruba  and  the
Netherlands Antilles each have their own currency.

Because of this one-sided emphasis on autonomy, the Charter has often been used
as an argument for saying ‘no’, for instance with reference to the division of
powers, even though the Charter incorporates many possible ways of saying ‘yes’.
While the division of powers was intended to prevent clashes, it actually fostered
a combative relationship. Article 43, para. 2 of the Charter (‘The safeguarding of
such  rights  and  freedoms,  legal  certainty  and  good  governance  shall  be  a
Kingdom affair’), for instance, has often been interpreted as according powers to
intervene.  What  was  overlooked is  that  ‘safeguarding’  starts  with  preventive
measures and quality assurance in public administration.

Solidarity as watchword
It  is  time to expand the definition of  ‘Kingdom relations’  beyond the narrow
context of the Kingdom, and to take advantage of them in perspective of the
larger network of domestic and international relations. The opposite trends of the
early 1950s are still making themselves felt today. The Treaty establishing the
European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) did not survive its 50th anniversary,
while the Charter for the Kingdom of the Netherlands has reached that milestone
basically unchanged. But that does not necessarily demonstrate the Charter’s
greater vitality. On the contrary, the fact that the Charter has in no way been
adjusted in response to modern developments is in itself an ambivalent sign. Is
that because it was not necessary, or because too many were unwilling to let go of



the status quo?

If solidarity rather than autonomy is taken as point of departure, new prospects
present  themselves.  The  one-sided  fixation  on  relations  within  the  Kingdom
restricts  the  options  and  leads  to  greater  dependence,  while  operating  in
networks would open the door to WTO, Mercosur, Caricom and the EU. Whether
the authors of this book are looking back or looking ahead, they do not see the
islands as separate planets or their beaches as the horizon. Taking a wider view of
the past and present opens up new prospects for the future.
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In The Caribbean. Repairing A Not
So United Kingdom ~ Can It  Be
Done?

How  come  there  are  so  many  problems  in  the
Kingdom of the Netherlands nowadays? Are there any
options  to  change  things  for  the  better?  Can  the
Kingdom be repaired? What should be considered?
These are the questions that are dealt with in this
paper.

Uneasiness with the Charter’s anniversary; why celebrate?
In anticipation of the 50th anniversary of Het Statuut[ii] some uneasiness has
surfaced, both in the Netherlands as well as overseas, about how this occasion
should be marked. Is it a time of celebration and, if so, how and what should we
celebrate?[iii]  Some  authorities  are  concerned  that  the  anniversary  of  Het
Statuut could become a testimonium paupertatis of the operations of the Kingdom
in the last 15 years, adding another obstacle into the problematic state of the
Kingdom’s Caribbean affairs. Others maintain that the Kingdom’s Charter has
served the Caribbean countries well.[iv] In the Dutch press, it is often reported
that the Netherlands Antilles are a lost cause; a Caribbean democracy that has
turned into a Dutch banana republic (sic) in the West Indies.[v] Over and again,
irritation and frustration with the Antilles has been expressed in Dutch media.[vi]

But also the Governor of the Netherlands Antilles did not mince words when
depicting  (in  April  2004)  the  crisis  the  Netherlands  Antilles  is  experiencing:
widespread and profound poverty, too many school dropouts with no prospects, a
drugs  trade  that  is  increasingly  derailing  civil  society,  too  many  murders,
muggings and burglaries and a frighteningly high crime rate.[vii] The number of
homicides on Curaçao is staggering and 30 x higher than in the Netherlands.
Instead  of  a  positive  celebration,  the  Charter’s  anniversary  could  painfully
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highlight the instability of the Kingdom for the Caribbean countries and thus
mortgage any attempt to redesign the relationships for years to come. There are
several different accounts of why the state of the Kingdom is as it is. Here we
explore some of these views.

How come there are so many problems nowadays?
In recent years, social degradation, especially on Curaçao, high Antillean crime
statistics in the Netherlands, an unbearable public debt, and outdated doctrines
of autonomy and self-help (zelfredzaamheid) have cast a worrisome shadow over
the operations of the Kingdom. Crimes, such as international money laundering
and the drug-trade, have been gaining a foothold in places outside the control of
the dominant formal powers. International terrorism can now be added to this list.
The small island states are vulnerable to all of these opportunistic dangers as well
as to environmental damage by international corporations. The drugs trade to
satisfy consumer demand in Europe and the USA has pervaded Caribbean society.
In 2001-2003, flights from Curaçao to Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, were literally
loaded with both traffickers and drugs.

Mismanagement and neglect of the welfare systems in the Netherlands Antilles
have long driven strong migration to the Netherlands. Free migration is seen as a
lifeline on the Caribbean islands, it is one of the Kingdom’s most valuable assets.
Yet this strong migration to an overseas social paradise has sharply driven up the
Antillean share in the Netherlands’ crime and unemployment statistics. So-called
Antillengemeenten have sprung up, leading to calls in the Netherlands to close its
borders to these migrants in future, or at least to Antilleans with a criminal
record  at  home.  The  Dutch  –  Antillean  relationship  has  become:  ‘sensitive,
unequal and laborious’.[viii] There are various ways of interpreting this state of
affairs in the Kingdom.

Was Kingdom’s structure defective from the beginning?
For some, the constitution of the Kingdom of the Netherlands was plainly wrong
in assigning full  responsibility for local government and administration to the
Antillean  authorities.  The  designers  of  the  Charter  purposefully  limited  the
Kingdom’s  authority  in  the  Antilles.  The  Charter  was  a  landmark  document
concluding the colonial period. Suriname and the Netherlands Antilles would, as
autonomous countries, take care of their own business; neither the Kingdom nor
the Netherlands would have a say in local affairs such as government finance,
social and economic development, cultural affairs and education. From one point



of view, the Charter’s distribution of authority is the problem. Since the capacity
of the Caribbean island authorities is manifestly limited, full responsibility for
local government stretches beyond their command.

The  founding  fathers  of  the  Charter  defined  the  Kingdom  essentially  as  a
Kingdom-lite. A federal institution in which formal authority was limited mainly to
foreign affairs, defence, and nationality and citizenship. In addition, the Charter
stipulated areas of communal responsibilities, where the partners are required by
statute to cooperate with one another (statutory cooperation). These communal
areas are the rule of law, good governance, democracy and human rights. In
these areas, the Caribbean countries have equal responsibility, but the Kingdom
has the ultimate obligation of safeguarding the principles of good governance.
Here the Kingdom’s authority is confined to monitoring the performance of the
island governments. In situations where the Caribbean countries do not live up to
standards of good governance, the Kingdom has to act. However, deciding when
this should be is easier said than done. As early as 1973, Cola Debrot,  then
Governor of the Antilles, warned of serious difficulties that would arise were the
Dutch to decide there was reason to intervene in the areas of good governance,
human rights and democracy in the Netherlands Antilles.[ix] On the part of the
Antilles, such action would be considered an infringement of their autonomous
arena.

Though Het Statuut specifies that the Kingdom must safeguard good governance,
democracy and human rights in the Caribbean countries, the Dutch authorities
have allegedly been slack in keeping up these standards.[x] Moreover, the whole
question  of  Kingdom’s  safeguarding  position  is  complicated  by  the  logical
impossibility of having responsibility for some standards of government without
carrying responsibility for other, interrelated domestic affairs in the Antilles.[xi]
According to this school of thought, the original concept of a Kingdomlite could
not have recognized the implications of the restricted government capacity of the
Caribbean nation-state in modern times. Now, fifty years later, some interpret the
Charter’s distribution of authority as a major obstacle in the Kingdom relations.

Is the problem fragmentation and not having much in common?
For others, a most important problem is the fragmentation of the Kingdom.[xii]
They point to a lack of cultural, linguistic or institutional commonality among the
countries in the Kingdom. What in fact do they have in common that still might
bind them together? What interests  do they share? On a practical  level,  the



Antillean  interests  can  easily  be  defined  in  terms  of  entitlements  to  a
Netherlands’ passport and the unrestricted right of abode in the Netherlands.
And more could  be added.  But  what  is  the  Netherlands’  interest?  Trying to
answer this question has created awkward situations. At a Workshop on Sint
Maarten, Denicio Brison raised the question ‘Why are the Dutch still here, please
explain?’  in  his  presentation:  ‘The  Kingdom  Charter:  Fifty  years  in  the
wilderness’.  Brison  had  not  found  a  satisfactory  answer:

I have never been able to figure out what exactly keeps Holland hanging on. The
answer I have been able to distill from several Dutch authors is mostly a colonial
hangover that they do not know how to cure.[xiii]

In  another  setting,  in  2003,  a  former  senior  government  official  from  the
Netherlands Antilles urged the Netherlands to define its  practical  interest  in
retaining a presence in the Caribbean. In reply, a former minister for Kingdom
Relations suggested that this question better not be raised in the first place, as it
was doubtful that any convincing argument could be found. The communal icons
of the Kingdom seem limited to the Dutch passport and Her Majesty the Queen
and her family.

Since the Charter of 1954 was inaugurated, the Netherlands has not been very
persuasive in promoting a sense of common purpose and identity that unites its
disparate parts. Also in colonial days the Netherlands was not known for efforts to
spread Dutch language or culture to its overseas colonies. The impact of Dutch
culture during centuries of colonial rule in the Indonesian archipelago has been
labeled as ‘scratches on the rock’.[xiv] The present disparity within the Kingdom
could well be a long shadow of the past. According to Russell Shorto,

(…) Dutch global expansion during its century of empire was built around not
settlement colonies but outposts, which explains why, even though the empire
extended as far as India, Taiwan, and Java, the Dutch language is not spread
around the globe the way English is.  The Dutch preferred to set up military
trading posts as strategic spots (…) The trading companies did not see themselves
in the business of establishing permanent colonies.[xv]

With regards to the Caribbean, the Kingdom’s constitutional arrangement of 1954
was not envisioned to last forever. Some day, it was assumed, also the Caribbean
countries would ascend to independent statehood. Thus from the outset it was felt



that a temporary arrangement had been installed, one that encouraged a laissez
faire attitude. Cultural exchange and integration have been rather limited and
communal expressions of unity are scarce. Even a sense of being Nederlanders is
lacking  in  the  Caribbean  part  of  the  Kingdom.  For  many  Antilleans  in  the
Caribbean, the Dutch language is a foreign language. In 2003, when announcing
her first visit as Prime Minister of the Netherlands Antilles to the Netherlands,
Myrna Louisa-Godett made it known that she would speak Papiamento during this
visit and be accompanied by interpreters to make her understood. This was not
because  she  had  not  mastered  the  Dutch  language,  but  to  make  a  political
statement about the language spoken on Curaçao. She would make an exception
for her visit to the HM the Queen.

The Kingdom’s institutions and procedures tend to divide rather than unite. The
distribution  of  public  authority  in  the  Kingdom  essentially  demarcates
autonomous  governments  rather  than  integrated  statehood.  Common  public
policy for all three countries of the Kingdom is limited. In reality, the Kingdom
does not operate as a union. Fifty years ago the Kingdom was essentially designed
as a rather lose federation of autonomous nation-states; nowadays the question is
whether such a not so united Kingdom can work in modern times. Indeed, the
Kingdom is so fragmented that it can hardly be considered as a complementary
government organization that effectively provides for the Caribbean countries,
however limited its purview.

Disagreement on changing the Kingdom’s mission
A third line of thought points to a fundamental lack of agreement on the house
rules among the partners to explain the discord within the Kingdom relations. In
the early 1990s a broad political consensus emerged that the Caribbean countries
were better off to remain part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. On the part of
the  Netherlands,  considerations  of  safeguarding  good  governance  in  the
Caribbean countries were paramount in changing the tides. However, when the
reality of a Kingdom with partners in the Caribbean region became a permanent
phenomenon, the Charter’s original definition of limited authority and regulation
was not reviewed. Running their own affairs had always been of principal interest
in Antillean politics; autonomy was there to stay, also in a permanent relationship.
At a conference titled Future of the Kingdom, the Netherlands attempted to reach
agreement  on  changing  rules  and  regulation  in  view  of  the  Kingdom’s
safeguarding role in the Caribbean region. Without success. Indeed, conference



documents were literally torn up in the face of the Netherlands prime minister
who led the Dutch delegation at that time.[xvi]

But on the part of the Netherlands, the winds had definitely changed. Unable to
arrive at an agreement to change Kingdom’s rules and regulation, The Hague
applied its financial assistance to the Caribbean countries to get a foot in the
door. With conditions of all sorts, the Netherlands intervened in a range of areas
such as the Antillean government organization and the size of its civil service, the
public debt and government finances, prison conditions, police operations and
criminal investigation. The island government of Sint Maarten was put under
higher  supervision.  A  paradoxical  situation  surfaced.  The  emphasis  on  local
autonomy had not resulted in a relaxed relationship with the Netherlands. On the
contrary, it created a laborious and unwieldy partnership, so much so that around
the turn of the century the Netherlands contracted international organizations the
Antillean politics had to comply with. The IMF was hired to set conditions for
additional budgetary support; the World Bank was assigned an economic study,
and  the  OESO  was  contracted  to  evaluate  the  educational  system  of  the
Netherlands Antilles. This added fuel to the Antillean sentiment that the special
relationship with the Netherlands had come to an end.

At the onset of a permanent status of the Caribbean countries in the Kingdom, the
acclaimed system of development aid drove a wedge between the partners. In
former  years,  an  Antillean  development  policy,  if  any,  had  directed  the
Netherlands aid. For the Antilles, the Netherlands development aid budget was
considered as our money. In 1987, the Netherlands and the Netherlands Antilles
had formally agreed in a ‘Protocol Development Cooperation’ how to define and
apportion the development cooperation budget.[xvii] A few years later, the whole
concept of development cooperation came under scrutiny because of the level of
the income per capita in the Caribbean countries. It was obvious that they did not
categorize as underdeveloped countries nor did they qualify for development aid
according  to  international  rules.  The  vocabulary  changed.  Development
cooperation became now hailed as voluntary cooperation. But more than only the
vocabulary changed.

Now the nature and direction of the aid itself were measured in the Netherlands’
politics.  The  obligation  of  the  Kingdom  to  safeguard  principles  of  good
governance and democratic law in the overseas countries became a significant
rule of conduct with regard to the appropriation of the aid budget. Until 1989



development cooperation has been the backbone of the Kingdom relations. Since
then  statutory  cooperation  gradually  gained in  importance.  The  Netherlands’
stance on priorities changed and under Dutch pressure statutory cooperation cut
a  substantial  part  of  the budget.  Although statutory  cooperation  qualified as
voluntary engagement in agreement with the counterpart, it carried a stronger
commitment on the part of the Netherlands. These changes were carried out
under  the  regimen  of  the  ‘Protocol  Development  Cooperation’  of  1987.  The
Netherlands  felt  that  an  attempt  to  arrive  at  a  new  agreement  with  the
Netherlands Antilles would not succeed. So it was not tried.

The Antilles objected that the Netherlands was abusing our money to pursue its
own agenda. While before Antillean development needs were directing Dutch
financial  assistance,  now  the  Netherlands  interfered  with  good  governance
claims.  A  conflict  as  to  who  should  set  the  priorities  arose.  Moreover,  the
feasibility of good governance priorities was disputed. Off the record could be
heard that the Caribbean islands considered themselves too small, not ready, or
culturally different to live up to international good governance standards such as:
humanitarian prison conditions, administrative transparency, public hearings and
ombudsman  procedures,  and  gay  marriage.[xviii]  Good  governance  and
development  were  not  recognized  as  complementary  categories.  From  an
Antillean point  of  view,  the Netherlands financial  assistance to  answer basic
needs in the Caribbean countries now had to be shared with a rather trendy
interest in good governance.

The  makeover  of  a  Kingdom-lite  as  a  temporary  development  aid  shelter  in
anticipation  of  future  independence  to  a  permanent  structure  of  extended
statehood of the Caribbean islands could not be agreed upon among the partners.
Without agreement on changing the house rules of the Kingdom, the Netherlands’
interventions  to  safeguard  good  governance  in  the  Caribbean  countries  met
strong  opposition  in  both  Antillean  politics  and  media  as  well.  The  formal
relationships  soured but  a  majority  of  the  Antillean populace sided with  the
Netherlands’ interventions.[xix] The offended sensibility of Antillean politicians at
being overruled by the Netherlands was not shared by their constituents. This, of
course, put the Antillean public authorities in an even more awkward position in
dealing with the Dutch.

A split-level Kingdom
Finally, the question has been raised how in modern times a split-level Kingdom



with widely different government service levels can be morally justified and can,
in more practical terms, keep the borders open between the Caribbean countries
and  the  Netherlands.  The  rule  of  the  Kingdom is  limited  and  differentiates
according to various government functions. However, the different functions are
interrelated  and  therefore  cut  through  any  formal  distinction  made  between
Caribbean and Kingdom controls. In actual reality good governance is not limited
just to the rule of law, democracy and human rights. Sub-standard education,
high  levels  of  youth  unemployment,  poverty,  family  dysfunction,  housing
conditions  and  neighbourhood  slums,  call  for  good  governance  as  well.

The social  disintegration of  more and more neighbourhoods on the island of
Curaçao is out of control, not only for the local government that is responsible for
these worrisome affairs, but also for the Kingdom. There are no shortcuts to turn
the situation around.[xx] According to its formal Charter, the Kingdom does not
have authority to intervene in these areas. At the same time, the Kingdom cannot
safeguard the rule of law when it does not adequately control a minimum level of
social and economic development in the Caribbean countries.

Pourier,  once  prime-minister  of  the  Netherlands  Antilles,  contrasted  the
enforcement  of  the  rule  of  law  in  the  creation  of  a  Coast  Guard  (“Very
appropriate”) with the urgent need for funds to fight poverty: ‘When more and
more people sink below the poverty line, the trade and smuggling of drugs (to the
Netherlands) becomes an attractive and devastating alternative’; devastating not
only for the people concerned but also for the rule of law.[xxi] Hirsch Ballin, a
former minister for Kingdom Relations, raised the question of whether or not the
growing  interdependencies  in  the  modern  world  still  allow  for  a  distinction
between internal Caribbean and Kingdom affairs.[xxii] The boundaries between
the formally defined responsibilities of the Kingdom and the affairs under local
Caribbean  government  control  have  become  rather  porous.  However,  a
redefinition of authority and a distribution of responsibilities of the Kingdom has
run counter to,  first  of  all  the Antillean insistence on being autonomous  and
secondly,  political  reservations  in  the  Netherlands  to  putting  up  the  money
needed to narrow the gaps in the levels of service among the countries of the
Kingdom.

The Kingdom’s problems can be summarized in terms of failing safeguards and
the ineffectiveness of voluntary cooperation. The Kingdom’s safeguards and the
Netherlands’ financial assistance have not been able to maintain an adequate



level of good governance in the Caribbean countries. For some, the Kingdom’s
structure might have been defective from the very beginning, but now earnest
deficiencies in its operations have become rather obvious. In reality, the Kingdom
does not operate as a union, it is fragmented and does not have a common creed,
language or culture. Time and again, a fundamental disagreement about the need
to reset the Kingdom has marked the order of the day. In its operations the
Kingdom is now bound to fail,  not only with regard to the well-being of the
Nederlanders in the Caribbean part of the Kingdom, but also in protecting the
Netherlands’ interests in Europe, especially in Netherlands’ municipalities that
have become known as Antillengemeenten. The Kingdom is in need of repair. Can
it be done?

New options for the Netherlands Antilles and the Kingdom (and Aruba)
Over the last decades, the Netherlands has made only a few attempts to reset the
formal house rules of the Kingdom; to no avail. But the urgency of repairing the
Kingdom’s operational problems has not diminished. On the other hand, several
attempts have been made to repair the nation-state of the Netherlands Antilles, to
‘make it work’ [xxiii] again, after Aruba seceded and obtained a status aparte in
1986. Many reports on repairing the government structure of the Netherlands
Antilles  have seen the light,  so  many that  any new endeavors  are met  with
skepticism at best. The prevailing attitude is that we have seen it all.[xxiv]

However, recently two new options have been tabled, one with regards to the
government structure of the Netherlands Antilles and the other regarding the
relationship of the Caribbean islands with the European Union. The first option
will bring the Netherlands Antillean nation-state to an end. The key to the solution
of the problems of the Antillean nation-state is found in a tailor-made separate
status for each island and a direct relationship with the Kingdom. The second
option  defines  the  Caribbean islands  as  Outermost  Regions  of  the  European
Union. Once more, there are serious attempts being made to push the Kingdom
over the threshold of a new era.

Separate status and tailor-made relations
An  advisory  committee  on  Governmental  and  Financial  Relations  of  the
Netherlands Antilles has come up with the proposal to abandon the Netherlands
Antilles in exchange for each island having a separate status, tailor-made, and
direct relations with the offices of the Kingdom. The committee’s report is titled
‘The time is now, let’s do it!’It is known as the Jesurun report, after the chairman



of  the  committee.[xxv]  This  committee  was  set  up  in  a  joint  effort  of  the
Netherlands and the Netherlands Antilles to advise on the wobbly government
structure of the Antillean nation-state and its uncontrollable public finances. For
the first time the financial and governmental problems of the Netherlands Antilles
were  recognized  as  a  matter  to  be  tackled  by  all  parties,  including  the
Netherlands, in a combined effort. Earlier on, the Netherlands had consistently
kept the structural problems of the Antillean nation-state at arm’s length. The
problem was put in the rubric of Antillean autonomy and had thus to be solved by
Antillean politics first.  All  along the Netherlands’s position had been that the
Kingdom should be engaged only after the Netherlands Antilles had made up their
mind.

Now that the Netherlands had become part of the advisory structure, the Jesurun
committee made the bold move to consider some re-structuring of the Kingdom as
part of  the solution of  the problems of  the Antillean nation-state.  Aruba was
initially left out, as it was no longer part and parcel of the complexities of the
Netherlands Antilles. Once Jesurun had indicated that the Kingdom’s structure
was under consideration as well, Aruba did not wait long to make its displeasure
known and became immediately defensive of its status aparte. Abandoning the
Antillean nation-state and re-directing the Kingdom relations forms the core of
the  Jesurun report.  The insular  nature of  Caribbean politics  and society  has
rendered an Antillean nation-state unworkable. Each and every island should have
its  own statehood,  in  one or  other  way,  to  be  complemented with  extended
statehood relations within the Kingdom of the Netherlands, also in one or other
way. A separate status for each and every island; for Curaçao and Sint Maarten a
much coveted status of each becoming a separate country (Land) and for Bonaire,
Saba and Sint Eustatius, a status of Kingdom Island. Each island authority, be it a
Land, a Kingdom Island, Crown Dependency or Royal Territory, you name it, will
have direct relations with the offices of the Kingdom.

These extended statehood relations entail that some public affairs would be taken
care of by the Kingdom, as of old: defense, foreign affairs etc. The administration
of justice would be added to the Kingdom affairs. The Kingdom’s safeguarding
function would be expanded to  include the public  finances of  the Caribbean
authorities as well. Moreover, in order for the Kingdom to be able to hold the fort,
the safeguarding function would be regulated and standardized. A monitoring
system would be devised and monitoring procedures followed.



There is much more in the ‘Time is now’ report, and there is much more to say
about it as well. Does it intend some form of re-colonization as some want the
public to believe or is it an attempt to finally make the Kingdom work as a modern
form of extended statehood of the Caribbean islands? Will this proposal end the
seemingly  never-ending  trajectory  of  restructuring  the  Netherlands  Antilles?
Much work still has to be done to map out its implications. A definitive judgment
at  this  stage  is  premature.  On  the  basis  of  an  agreement  in  principle,  the
redirection of the Kingdom relations will require a wide range of operational steps
which should provide enough leeway for the parties to give and take as they go
along. A disqualification of this option at this stage is impulsive, and suggests that
other interests are at work.

Outermost Region (of the European Union)
At the same time, a changeover of the relationship of the Caribbean countries
with  the  European  Union  is  under  consideration:  from  OCT/LGO  (Overseas
Countries and Territories/Landen en Gebieden Overzee) to Outermost Regions
(Ultra-Perifere Gebieden). In 2003, the Netherlands government declared rather
unexpectedly that it would work to have the status of the Antillean countries
recognized as Outermost Regions of the European Union.[xxvi]  Such a status
would imply that European policy, rules and regulation would not only apply to
the Netherlands but also to the Antillean public arena, though exemptions may be
made in view of specific local conditions. A further integration in the European
Union would affect the Antillean autonomy. Just like the Netherlands has ceded
part of its public powers to the offices of the European Union, or Brussels, the
Antillean public powers will then also be shared with Brussels.

Brussels is far away from the Caribbean region, though a little closer than The
Hague. It is obvious that the initial mission and dynamics of European integration
do  not  have  any  origin  in  the  overseas  territories  of  the  European  nations,
whatever the status these territories have these days. After the 2nd World War, a
– no more war – maxim originated on the European continent and advanced the
ideals  and  European  institutions  that  were  the  forerunners  of  the  European
Union. Economic development through open markets and a common currency
have been added to advance European integration. Peripheral and Outermost
Regions being integrated in the European Union, need another orthodoxy than
the theorems that were essential in continental Europe.

Some  question  the  advisability  of  the  application  of  European  rules  and



regulations to the world of the tiny Caribbean island states. Would this not be too
much to ask for of the island governments? Are they able and do they want to live
up to these higher standards and if so, who foots the bill? What would remain of
the so very coveted Antillean autonomy? Would European regulation be a burden
only to the Caribbean, or also an adequate protection of collective interests and
individual rights?[xxvii] Other advantages are believed to be economic growth
and a wide range of European subsidies. For the Netherlands the advantage may
be that its custodian position in relation to the Caribbean authorities can be
relinquished. Antillean postcolonial comportment will no longer have the offices
in The Hague to blame, while Brussels does not fit into a post-colonial format.

A flurry of discussions pro and con, reports and articles has energized the debate
on a possible change in political status of the Caribbean islands in relation to
Europe,  particularly  the  Banden  met  Brussel  (Brussels  Connections)
report.[xxviii]  In this  report,  the autonomy of  the Caribbean countries is  an
overriding concern when considering various options.[xxix] On several occasions
it asserts that such a status would limit the autonomy of the Antillean authorities.
A case in point is  made of the possible demands of European environmental
regulation with regards to the oil refinery on Curaçao. European regulation would
oblige the island government of Curaçao to update the environmental standards
of operation of this refinery with large investments as a result. In this report the
urgent need to upgrade the refinery’s environmental practices is bypassed in
consideration of Antillean autonomy.

However, the valuation of Antillean autonomy must be offset against what its
worth has been in these specific areas of government. For instance, how good has
Antillean autonomy been in view of the pollution history of Curaçao’s refinery at
the cost of the health of the population living in neighborhoods in the polluted air,
some of them all  their lives.[xxx]  In other parts of the world, such pollution
problems have been framed in the larger context of how dominant multi-national
companies  conduct  themselves  in  poor  nation-states.[xxxi]  In  this  case  an
environmental scandal was allowed to continue for decades, not in a poor nation-
state but in a country that was part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. How good
have the Kingdom’s safeguards been? The added value of European rule and
regulation must be taken into account when considering Antillean autonomy.

Repairing a not so united Kingdom. What to consider?
Both  options,  a  separate  statehood  status  for  each  Caribbean  island  in  the



Kingdom of  the Netherlands as well  as a status of  Outermost Region of  the
European Union are as yet only in general outlines on the drawing board. Many
issues still need to be detailed. This should be considered as an advantage, to be a
stepping-stone in the trajectory to make one, or both options, modified or not,
eventually work. Now is the time indeed to define the many considerations that
should be taken into account when repairing the Kingdom.

Erosion of the Kingdom’s creed in the Netherlands
For the Netherlands,  the colonial  mission is  long gone.  Since the 1980s the
Kingdom’s  mission  in  modern  times  is  under  construction,  as  it  were.  The
Kingdom’s role in the Caribbean was never meant to be dominant. For lack of
consensus and leadership, the Kingdom’s course in the last decades of the 20th
Century has been rather unsteady. The switch from a mission to decolonise, to a
calling for the Kingdom as a modern form of extended statehood still has to be
made, if it can be made at all.

The Dutch post-colonial  readiness to  support  relatively  high-income countries
such as Aruba and the Netherlands Antilles, let alone to set things right on these
far away islands, is eroding fast. The generation in the Netherlands that still
remembers the historical watershed between colonial empires and Third World
independence is retiring. Maybe even more important is that Dutch nationals are
loosing a sense of responsibility for the colonial past, as the Netherlands has once
more become a country of immigrants.[xxxii] What once was Dutch is no more.
But what is Dutch? Also in the past,  the attempt to define Dutch  has raised
intricate questions.[xxxiii] In 1998 almost half of the youngsters in Amsterdam
and Rotterdam (5 – 14 years) were of foreign and non-Western origin.[xxxiv] A
conservative prognosis indicates that in 2015 ethnic minorities will make up 40
per cent to 45 per cent of the population in the major cities. Others foresee that
the  sum of  these  minorities  will  by  then  have  become  a  majority  in  these
cities.[xxxv]

Repairing the Kingdom requires a new vision on the Kingdom in its relation with
the Caribbean countries. How does the Netherlands’ position fit into this vision?
The island population must have a final say in new arrangements. What would be
the  outcome  of  a  referendum  in  the  Netherlands?[xxxvi]  What  is  in  the
Netherlands’ best interest? Somebody high in office once suggested that this
question not be raised as no ready answer can be given. On the part of the
Netherlands, not much effort has been made since 1954 to connect with the



Antillean isles.  Successive ministers for Kingdom Relations have given plenty
evidence of good intentions and warm feelings. They have produced a trail of
paperwork  and  plans.  The  defining  moment  came  in  1989  when  all  parties
recognized that the presence of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in the Caribbean
would become permanent. The permanent ties had strings attached that called for
good governance in the Caribbean countries. Notwithstanding all the efforts, the
(re-) construction of a common purpose and identity that justifies the Kingdom
maintaining a presence in the Caribbean has not been substantiated in terms that
are safe and sound for all partners. Hard statistics on immigration, crime and the
trade of drugs have worn out curiosity and the rosy image of Antillean islands in
the sun. At present, while the permanence of the Kingdom relations seems to be a
given, a struggle has ensued as to how to define and maintain the Kingdom’s
connection to its Caribbean parts. How to define a Kingdom of the Netherlands
that is united with Caribbean countries has become a tricky question, maybe even
more in the Netherlands than in the Caribbean countries. Disengaged from its
colonial history, the relationship between the partners in the Kingdom must now
be  defined  in  practical  and  commonly  comprehensible  terms  (een  zakelijke
relatie).

Standards of government service in the Caribbean
Only  recently  an  attempt  was  made  to  standardize  the  level  of  government
services in the Netherlands Antilles, especially in view of the level of services on
the smaller islands (Saba, Sint Eustatitus and Bonaire). An advisory committee
(Havermans) dealt with the thorny question of how to stabilize the public finances
of the so called needy  islands and to suggest a framework for answering the
question  of  how much  the  government  finances  of  these  islands  had  to  be
supplemented in order to guarantee a level of government service similar to the
level  on  Curaçao.[xxxvii]  All  in  all,  and  following  the  law,  the  government
expenditure  on  Curaçao  became  the  norm  for  the  correct  level  of  public
expenditure on the other islands, without considering the quality of the Curaçao
government  services  itself.  Backed  by  a  legal  proviso,  the  concept  of  the
Netherlands Antilles as a viable autonomous country of five islands was jacked up
to define a standardized provision of government services and to stabilize the
needy islands’ government finances.

Relinquishing the concept of the Netherlands Antilles as a country of five islands
will make the notion of Antillean standards of service elusive. Jesurun advises:



The level of public services is primarily the responsibility of each island, but the
small  islands  require  supplemental  financial  support  to  maintain  basic
provisions/services.[xxxviii]

Rather  than  an  Antillean  standard  of  government,  the  question  of  what  the
Kingdom stands for will spring to the fore. As it stands at present, the constitution
of  the  Kingdom does  not  guarantee  a  standardized  provision  of  government
services in the Kingdom as a whole. The new the ruling is: each Land for itself
and the Kingdom for the Crown Territories. Which standards will the Kingdom
apply for the Crown Territories? Will life in a Crown Territory be better than in an
autonomous Caribbean Land? This question does not stand on its  own. As a
matter  of  principle,  the fragmentation of  the nation-state  of  the Netherlands
Antilles may elevate the wide differences in government provisions within the
Kingdom  to  a  political  level.  Every  so  often,  members  of  the  Netherlands’
Parliament when visiting neighborhood slums in the Caribbean countries have
proclaimed that this should not be allowed in the Kingdom (dit kan eigenlijk niet
in het Koninkrijk!). So far the Netherlands’ Parliament has not seriously debated
these concerns, let alone put into place the regulation and finances needed to
address them.

Expansion Kingdom’s good governance agenda?
The option of  a  separate status for  each island comes with the condition of
increased regulation of the Kingdom. But basically the Kingdom’s provision does
not change. The Kingdom’s regulation must be stretched now to include law
enforcement and the administration of justice as well, but it remains a Kingdom
Ltd. In significant areas such as education, public health, combating poverty,
social welfare, environment and pollution, local standards will continue to define
the level  of  provision. The Kingdom does not safeguard basic levels of  these
provisions. As has been in the past, cooperation with and financial assistance of
the  Netherlands  is  available,  though  for  a  limited  time.  There  have  been
successes in this cooperation, for instance Sint Maarten’s reconstruction in the
1990s; urban renewal and monument restoration in Curaçao; and many more. But
this  cooperation  has  not  been  able  to  prevent  the  derailment  of  whole
neighborhoods  in  Curaçao,  the  notoriety  Antillengemeenten  gained  in  the
Netherlands, and the debate every so often concerning the open borders within
the Kingdom.

As a matter of principle, the autonomous countries in the Kingdom have to look



after themselves. Eventually the Netherlands’ financial development assistance
will be terminated. In the long run, the Netherlands’ finances remain available
only for Kingdom affairs and for areas where the Kingdom has been ascribed a
safeguarding function.[xxxix]  The question is whether or not a Kingdom Ltd.,
though better regulated, can tackle the current problems. These problems are
rooted in areas that fall under the auspices of the Antillean islands government,
such as education, vocational training, economic development and labor relations,
poverty  and  family  conditions.  Towering  environmental  problems  and  their
consequences for public health and tourism must be added to the list. According
to Jesurun, the proposed redirection of the Kingdom relationships will contribute
to solving the social-economic problems, improving the cooperation between the
partners and reducing the export of problems to the Netherlands.[xl] Is this wish-
full  thinking or a convincing argument? Others, including Committee 2004, a
loose  NGO  whose  concern  is  improving  the  Kingdom,  are  not  convinced.
Committee 2004 proposes expanding the list of Koninkrijksaangelegenheden with
education, public health, and combating poverty.[xli]

For the Netherlands public, the overspill of Antillean problems to the Netherlands
overstretches  the  concept  of  a  practical  and  commonly  comprehensible
relationship (een zakelijke relatie). Will a better regulated but still a Kingdom
Ltd., be able to cope with Caribbean problems migrating to the Netherlands, as
has been the case in the past? Or must for that reason the Kingdom’s good
governance agenda be expanded?

Regulation of Kingdom’s role
The lack of regulation at the level of the Kingdom with regards to safeguarding
good governance must be considered as a major deficiency in its operations. The
Kingdom’s  safeguarding  role,  defined  as  supervision,  has  always  been  very
restricted. According to a statement by the Minister for Kingdom Relations in
Dutch Parliament in 2004, supervision is a measure of last resort, because it
infringes on and implies a transgression of the regular democratic process of
autonomous countries. Supervision is authorized in special circumstances, and
only then when it concerns a matter of structural shortcoming on the part of the
national or island government. Other considerations such as the seriousness of
the matter; recourse by the Antillean government; actions of a lesser nature; and
finally, the effectiveness of supervision must all be taken into account.[xlii] Thus,
this minister, in unison with many of his predecessors, made it very clear that the



Kingdom’s supervision was only to be called upon in very unique circumstances.
And even in these exceptional circumstances, tensions are inevitable as nowhere
is the baseline established from which the responsibility of the Kingdom should be
activated.[xliii]

In the old days of the special relationship, the default mode of solving problems in
the Kingdom was to sit down and talk it out. No more, this default has been reset
but  not  replaced  by  adequate  regulation.  All  in  all,  the  intervention  of  the
Kingdom’s safeguarding function is not regulated but rather incidentally activated
when good governance is in jeopardy or has already been derailed. It is used as
an ace in the hold; in plain Dutch ‘als een stok achter de deur’. No wonder that
the Kingdom’s safeguarding role has been compromised and, when acted upon,
runs into a finicky debate about colonial intervention and Antillean autonomy. The
Kingdom’s safeguarding function requires that  it  be established as a  regular
system of administration that includes adequate procedures, rules for monitoring
and specification  of  norms  and  criteria  that  apply  to  Caribbean  government
operations. This regulation must also include a support structure that can be
called upon when such is required to meet the standards that have been set.
Instead of an ace in the hold, the Kingdom’s safeguarding function should have
the effect of providing support to areas where good governance is about to fail.

Local autonomy and Kingdom’s safeguards, their worth in real terms
In  many  ways,  the  Netherlands  insistence  on  Caribbean  self-reliance
(zelfredzaamheid) has done more harm than good. Furthermore, the Charter’s
equal partner doctrine has mortgaged the operations of the Kingdom with false
promises,  impossible  to  fulfill.[xliv]  In  some  circles  Antillean  autonomy  has
become  sanctified  as  a  stand-in  for  political  independence.  Aruba  and  the
Netherlands Antilles,  for good reasons, did not chose to become independent
countries, a commendable choice. But some define themselves as autonomistas
and are as such oversensitive to any Dutch intervention. Right or wrong, Antillean
autonomy first. For them, it is more a mental condition than a political reality. In
the past, such Antillean comportment has been duly understood and respectfully
dealt with. But now that widespread poverty and staggering numbers of attacks
on people and homicides are part of Antillean life, the unbending deportment of
the autonomistas has lost respectability.

On Curaçao the number of attacks on people, either at home, shops, businesses or
on the streets, has risen to alarming proportions, especially when taking into



account the size of the island population, ca. 130.000 people.[xlv] In December
2004, three restaurants of  Kentucky Fried Chicken on Curaçao were robbed,
which made for a total of 8 attacks in 2004 on KFC and Pizza Hut restaurants
combined. The rumor went that KFC headquarters in the USA decided to close all
its restaurants on Curaçao. And KFC’s leaseholder on Curaçao was so fed up that
he threatened to mount an international publicity campaign on crime on Curaçao.
Only  after  the  Prime-Minister,  the  Minister  of  Justice  and  the  Head  of  the
Antillean Police had explained that all that was possible was being or going to be
done to turn this situation around, did KFC agreed to reopen its restaurants.[xlvi]

The figure for homicides has risen dramatically. On 10th December 2004 three
persons were killed, by the end of December a total of 47 homicides in 2004 was
counted. This score adds up to 36.2 per 100.000 inhabitants. In previous years
these numbers had increased from an average of 16 per year during the period
1997- 2001, to a total of 41 (2002), and 53 (2003).[xlvii] For a large part, these
crimes are qualified as settling scores in drug circuits. In many cases, Columbians
are involved, either as victim or attacker, according to the Prosecutor’s Office of
the Netherlands Antilles.[xlviii]  In  comparison with independent countries  in
Central America, Curaçao’s figures are alarming. For instance, in Costa Rica a
number  of  260  asesinatos  was  projected  for  2004  (based  on  238  per  19th
December 2004). This score equals 6.1 per 100.000 inhabitants.[xlix] The figure
for  Curaçao is  almost  6 x  higher than Costa Rica’s  score of  homicides.  And
compared with the number of homicides in the Netherlands in 2003, Curaçao’s
score is 30 x higher (x 100.000).[l] The homicides on Curaçao are very high in
numbers, but must feel even chillingly higher as they happen on an island with a
bit more than 130.000 inhabitants.[li]  No wonder more and more people are
hiding behind bars and walls when they can afford to do so. These figures do raise
serious  questions  about  local  autonomy and the  Kingdom’s  safeguards,  their
worth in real terms, at home and on the streets.

Much larger nation-states, in Europe and elsewhere, have opted for extensive
power sharing at the expense of their national public authority. For instance, even
Paris  has  to  comply  with  the  financial  deficit-procedure  of  the  European
Union.[lii] Is this too much to ask of Willemstad? The old maxims of national
autonomy and self reliance do not apply any more in a highly interactive world
where trade, travel and migration, television, internet and, last but not least,
terrorism and organized and corporate crime, have made border crossings much



more  significant  than  the  national  borders  themselves.  Autonomy  is  not  an
absolute concept, but must be mapped out in relation to other significant political
benchmarks such as social-economic development, regulation of public finances,
international security and the protection of human rights. Autonomistas on the
Antillean side and the Kingdom Ltd. advocates on the part of the Netherlands
must come to terms.

Neither will work for a Kingdom with a mission to safeguard good governance for
all rijksgenoten, irrespective of their distinct culture and geographical location.
Kingdom’s role hase been limited and Antillean autonomy was for long de rigueur.
Neither the Kingdom nor the Antillean or Curaçao government has in past or
present been able to set things right. Will abandoning the Antillean nation-state,
redefining Kingdom’s regulation, and European Union rules and regulations do
better? How? And what are the costs? And what are the gains? These are some of
the questions that should be raised when considering a major repair operation on
the structure and operation of the Kingdom. Schaefer, an Alderman for Public
Housing in Amsterdam, once summarized the customary talk-ins and hearing
procedures in the Netherlands in 1960s and 70s: ‘in gelul kun je niet wonen’ (you
cannot make your home in gibberish). In an Antillean context he may have stated:
‘van autonomie kun je niet leven’ (you need more than autonomy to eat).

Repairing a not so united Kingdom. Can it be done?
To sum up,  any  repair  option  to  consolidate  the  Kingdom’s  presence in  the
Caribbean, with open borders for its citizens, will require more unity in policy, an
expansion of the Kingdom’s good governance agenda, more regulation and power
sharing, and goodwill and practical minds on both sides. Can this be done? This
question  is  even  more  complicated.  The  repair  operation  aims  at  bringing
Caribbean governance in line with concepts of good governance that have become
entrenched in the Netherlands,  Europe and elsewhere,  not for the sake of  a
persistent colonial hangover that these territories must be controlled, but because
good governance serves the social-economic development of the island nations
and the commonwealth of its citizens. It is also believed that the Kingdom of the
Netherlands can help to strengthen the good governance agenda of the Caribbean
nations. The Kingdom’s mission is to uphold a good governance mirror to the
Caribbean countries. Before all, an idealistic position must energize the repair
operations of the Kingdom.

Turning the mirror around does raise the question of how good is governance in



the Netherlands itself? Easily a long list of scandals in various corners of the
Netherlands’  government  can be  drawn up,  including fraud in  infrastructure
projects, drug smuggling by the Netherlands Royal Police on Curaçao, corruption
in the civil service, misappropriation of funds from Brussels and so on. Moreover,
Dutch civil society is now torn between the trusted images of the past and yet
uncharted stark realities. First Pim Fortuyn was murdered, and in 2004 Theo van
Gogh,  a  well-known journalist  and filmmaker,  was killed in  Amsterdam by a
Muslim fundamentalist. These incidents, criminal vendettas and settling scores,
discrimination and violent attacks on mosques, schools and churches have tainted
Dutch civil society. The assumption of seemingly never-ending advancement since
the 2nd World War has suddenly been put to the test, causing confusion and
disarray in the Netherlands’ civil society. However grim and upsetting for the
Netherlands’ nation, these adverse developments may contribute to creating a
more practical rather than a know-it-all relationship among the authorities within
the Kingdom. Still, these unsettling events have not made it easier to repair our
not so united Kingdom.

The alternative to not repairing the Kingdom is to continue muddling through day
by day, as the Kingdom has been doing these last 15 years. This option will most
likely  demand  a  price  in  terms  of  a  further  degradation  of  Netherlands’
citizenship for Antillean rijksgenoten. Maybe not in terms of the law but very
likely so in real life, a second-class citizenship may become increasingly manifest
with regards to safety, health, education and social security. And it may become
especially tangible when crossing the borders within the Kingdom.
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In this paper[i],  the author will  approach Kingdom
relations  from  a  socio-historical  perspective.  The
point  of  departure  is,  as  one  writer  puts  it:  ‘The
Caribbean  was  the  least  exot ic ,  the  most
Europeanized  and  the  least  deserv ing  of
independence’.[ii] An analysis of the socio-historical
factors underpinning the Kingdom then leads to the
conclusion  that  the  only  two  islands  to  achieve
Separate Status in the Caribbean, Anguilla and Aruba,
only  achieved it  by violence,  or  the implied threat
thereof.  This  leads to the final  conclusion that  the
present  approach  of  conferences  and  papers  will,

taking the past into consideration, probably not lead to the desired constitutional
changes. The aimless wandering in the desert will persist.

During a conversation some time ago à propos of Separate Status, former island
council member, and prominent St. Maarten businessman Vincent Doncker flatly
stated: ’unless we are prepared to fight and shed blood for separate status it will
not  happen’.  This  seminar  from  that  perspective  is  itself  questionable.
Constitutional change is fought for with blood and bullets, not polite lectures and
garden parties. One of the most insightful comments along that line came from dr.
Nilda Arduin. ‘All the reports’ she stated, ‘will not accomplish anything unless
there  is  a  change  of  mentality  and  people  really  start  to  want  and  desire
constitutional change’.  Along those same lines, Drs. Leopold James of the St.
Maarten  Nation  Building  Foundation  has  persuasively  argued  that  before
separate status, or for that matter, any status can be achieved, there must be a
process of Nation Building. By this, James means to say, a desire of the people to
identify themselves as a separate people or nation, distinct and apart from others.
Unless  this  desire  is  stimulated  and  nurtured,  the  population  will  remain
apathetic and lukewarm towards any constitutional change, no matter how much
the political leadership exhorts them to embrace it and talks up one or the other
status, whether it be Kingdom Island, Separate Status, Country within a Country,
FISSA, or tragically, independence. There is no popular outcry for constitutional
change.  During the last  elections in St.  Maarten,  Separate Status was never
mentioned by any party. Rather, it was sprung upon us, while we quietly were
going about our business. Apart from the leader of government, who has a vested
interest in Separate Status, and is a very courageous lady, I have never heard any
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other  member  of  the  Executive  Council  spontaneously  express  the  faintest
interest in Separate Status.

It is frequently, if not reliably, said that the Caribbean is the most reported-on
area of the world, Irene Hawkings wrote in The Changing Face of the Caribbean.
That was in 1970. Within the Caribbean I am certain the Netherlands Antilles
occupies a special place as a world record holder in the production of reports. It
is  within  this  context  that  the  recently  issued  report,  proclaims  with  false
courage: ‘The time is now, Let’s do it’. Perhaps, its authors suspect only too well
what will be its fate. A spot on some library shelf along the 800 or so other
reports on constitutional change, gathering dust. The Antilles have cried wolf too
often to be credible.  On December 13th,  1975, for example,  premier Evertsz
solemnly  declared  to  the  Antillean  parliament,  that  the  first  phase  of  the
realization of Antillean Independence was about to begin, with the regulation of
the internal structure amongst the islands.[iii] This is exactly what the ‘Let’s do
it’ report is still trying to report on in 2004, some 30 years later. This is rather
odd for as recently as 1993 Payne and Sutton (Modern Caribbean Politics) held
that modern politics in the Caribbean has been concerned with the achievement
of political independence. A new political party, Movimiento Antias Nobo of Don
Martina was founded to guide the process announced by Evertsz. The MAN is
now a shambles. After the 1993 referendum, another political party that was
supposed to carry out the wishes of the people, the PAR of Miguel Pourier was
founded to carry out the restructuring.[iv] It came to nought. In an emotional
farewell lecture, entitled ‘The Constitutional Restructuring of the Netherlands
Antilles: Not words, but deeds’[v] presented on Friday, June 5th 1995, professor
A.B.  van  Rijn,  of  the  University  of  the  Netherlands  Antilles,  stated:
‘Disappointment will be disastrous for people’s faith in politics. Not only that, but
social  peace  and  the  investment  climate  are  at  stake’.[vi]  Society  yawned
apathetically at his speech. Life continued pretty much as before. None of his
predictions came true. Hirsch Ballin created a stir in 1990 with his ‘Sketch of a
Commonwealth Constitution for the Kingdom of The Netherlands’,[vii] which in
turn caused more ink to be shed in various publications and articles, most notably
by Fernandes Mendes and Bongenaar (Uni ku UNA).  The ‘Let’s do it’  report
therefore has a long pedigree, going back to the van Poelje reports of 1948. Van
Aller writes about a ‘a dizzying number of  models’  [viii]  with regard to the
reports and studies on constitutional reform carried out over the past 50 years.
The latest report is but a mish mash of all previous reports with little new to add.



Van Aller  surveying this  state  of  affairs,  writes:  ‘(…)  one  can conclude that
restructuring had yielded little. Theory had produced many models, but in politics
hardly  any  attention  was  paid  to  them’.[ix]  The  wandering  in  the  dessert
continues.

The reason for this apathy can be traced to several sources, all of them having
their roots in our history. No other region has been hit so hard by the double
whammy of its history. Not only was the region colonized, but for centuries, the
majority black population had to endure the dehumanizing experience of slavery.
Both conditions,  colonialism and slavery involve the rule over one people by
another. Both require learned reflexes to deal with the situation. One such reflex
is the loss of  confidence. For colonialism to work, the self  confidence of the
colonized had to be stripped, so that the colonized could place his confidence in
the colonizer. Likewise, the slave was stripped of his self confidence, with all
confidence subsequently being placed in the master. V.S. Naipaul in his book, The
Mimic Men writes about this crippling lack of confidence in post colonial West
Indian  leaders.  Ayearst  defines  the  ‘colonial  complex’  as  a  community-wide
inferiority complex stemming from the relative unimportance and subordinate
status of the colony as contrasted with the metropolitan country.[x]  Singham
states:

… those socialized in colonial society exhibit numerous psychological scars. They
are therefore often incapable of making the necessary adjustments to achieve the
difficult task of decolonization, particularly those tasks involving economic and
social  change.  The  colonial  personality  finds  genuine  change  psychologically
upsetting.  The elites in colonial  societies tend to have basically authoritarian
personalities. Authoritarianism is embedded in the entire social structure and the
colonial personality structure. Personalities of this type are both aggressive and
submissive. In most colonial societies, the middle classes form a large part of the
elite. This group has usually sustained particularly severe psychological shocks
from colonialism. They at first try to identify with the aggressor, but this provides
no permanent psychological satisfaction or security, for they are made continually
aware that they are not really accepted by the aggressor, either by open rebuffs
or more subtle methods to mark their exclusion and inferiority.  The colonized
individual fears his aggressor and is never sure how successful his imitation of his
superior is. The suspicion lurks that imitation only calls forth ridicule. Colonial
societies tend to produce entire elite classes of imitators in the areas of language,



dress, social customs, and political forms. The societies of the West Indies still
face the difficult task of creating a value system that will free them from the
stigma of inferiority and will release the creative energies of their people.[xi]

Dr. Ralph Gonsalves, premier of St. Vincent and the Grenadines writes in this
context of learned helplessness. Too many of our Caribbean people, especially
leaders have become so accustomed to the idea that they are helpless that they
believe it, even when it is patently not true. Indeed, there is a veritable industry
devoted to  the  idea  that  we are  helpless;  this  industry,  based invariably  on
distorted scholarship, or no scholarship whatsoever, even sets out on a path to
make all of us learn to be helpless.[xii] One example of this learned helplessness
is  the myth of  Dutch aid.  During a conversation with Ir.  Ralph James,  a  St.
Maartener who heads the Department of Development Cooperation in Curaçao,
he admitted that the Antilles do not need Dutch aid and that the amount Holland
contributes is an insignificant part of the budget. The Antilles and especially St.
Maarten have flourished not because, but in spite of Dutch aid. A research paper
of the University of the Netherlands Antilles (UNA, 1985) stated in this regard
that: ‘Before 1960 all capital investments were financed from local savings (…)
Dutch aid has made the Antilles dependent (…) The Netherlands Antilles have up
to today not succeeded in carrying out a development policy that results in self
sufficiency for the islands and the emancipation of groups in social-economic
terms’.[xiii] Following years of close-up studies of the development attempts in
one of the world’s most afflicted regions, Gunnar Myrdal came to the conclusion
that ‘the participation of outsiders through research, provision of financial aid and
other means is a sideshow of rather small importance’.[xiv] It is this hard reality
that learned helplessness tends to mask.

To compound matters for the Netherlands Antilles, the colonizing power, Holland
displays a deeply ambivalent attitude towards its colonies. The UNA paper cited
states in this  regard:  ‘So far the Netherlands has not excelled in its  role of
decolonizer’[xv].  Three  major  events  illustrate  this  ambivalence:  the
implementation of the Kingdom Charter, the independence of Suriname and the
separate status of Aruba. All of these events were more or less forced on Holland.
After World War II, all scholars agree, it was the decolonization pressure from the
U.S.A. which forced Holland to eventually implement the Kingdom Charter and
grant Indonesia its independence. In the case of Indonesia, the Dutch only gave
up  after  humiliating  military  defeats  and  international  pressure.[xvi]  The



Kingdom Charter, with which Holland had hoped to entice Indonesia to remain in
the Kingdom, was then hastily  sloughed off  on the Netherlands Antilles  and
Suriname. After the riots in Curaçao and Suriname in 1969, during which Holland
was forced to intervene militarily in Curaçao and seriously consider the same in
Suriname,  Holland,  its  hand again  forced  by  external  events,  hastily  started
making  plans  for  the  independence  of  its  colonies.  In  1972,  a  Dutch  Policy
document entitled ‘Turning Point 1972’ (‘Keerpunt 1972’) boldly stated that the
Antilles and Suriname would be independent within the next four year governing
period.[xvii]  Indeed,  in  1975 Suriname did  become independent.  One Dutch
writer mockingly called Suriname’s independence ‘Cross-eyed independence; one
eye on the airport at Zanderij, the other on the approaching independence’.[xviii]
An unintended consequence of this sudden Dutch urge for independence was
Aruba’s  demand for  a  separate  status.  Aruba did  not  wish to  be part  of  an
independent Netherlands Antilles. Here we find another parallel with Anguilla.
Anguilla did not want to be part of the Federation of St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla
because of the old colonial affliction: Anguilla preferred a faraway London to a
next-door St. Kitts. The principle was at work in Aruba as well: better a far away
The Hague than a close Willemstad. In addition, both realized that seceding from
an independent state would be a difficult task.[xix]

During  a  Kingdom  Committee  meeting  (called  to  discuss  the  coming
independence) in Paramaribo in 1972, Aruba first expounded its ideas concerning
a ‘Status Aparte’.[xx] From 1972 to 1986, Aruba went through an endless cycle of
meetings, reports, discussion groups and two round table conferences. However
the mass strikes in Aruba in August of 1977 were the real reason why anything
finally happened. Events there got so hot that Holland realized that the next step
might be armed conflict between Aruba and Curaçao.[xxi] As Vincent Doncker
correctly observed, only when blood was about to flow, did change occur. Holland
finally consented to hold direct talks with Aruba, according to Article 26 of the
Island  Regulation  of  the  Netherlands  Antilles.[xxii]  Until  then  Holland  had
resolutely refused to hold direct talks with Aruba about a Status Aparte. Such was
not possible Holland insisted, it would violate the integrity of the Netherlands
Antilles.

Klinkers commented on this unwillingness of Holland to let go: ‘The very idea of
Aruba as an autonomous part of the Kingdom, appeared to be an insane thought.
It  simply could and would not be done’.[xxiii]  When the threat of bloodshed



became imminent Holland suddenly dropped its objections. It was possible after
all. It still took 9 years, from 1977 to 1986 of endless meetings and talks and
reports,  but  the bridge had been crossed.  In  1986 Aruba obtained Separate
Status. The decolonization experiences of the Kingdom of the Netherlands show
that  trying to  negotiate  constitutional  reform with  Holland is  an  exercise  in
futility.  Holland  is  simply  to  irresolute  to  do  anything  meaningful  unless
compelled  to  by  force  majeure.

The eminent German statesman Bismarck came to a similar German conclusion.
After witnessing years of endless meetings and conferences to discuss the union
of the various German states into one German nation in the 1800s – some of
which were referred to mockingly as professors congresses, because of the large
number of academics taking part in the process – he pronounced the words for
which he has become famous. ‘By Blood and Iron, unity will be achieved.’ He set
about  to  militarily  beat  his  adversaries  into  submission  and  fashion  the
foundations  of  the  modern German state  as  we know it  today.[xxiv]  So  the
wandering in the wilderness will  continue. The inability of Holland to let go,
coupled with the ambivalence and apathy of the population of the Netherlands
Antilles  combine  at  every  step  of  the  way  to  frustrate  any  move  towards
constitutional reform.

A word about Holland’s relationship with Antilles. Like most Antillians, I have
never been able to figure out what exactly keeps Holland hanging on. The answer
I  have  been  able  to  distill  from several  Dutch  authors  is  mostly  a  colonial
hangover that they do not know how to cure. Lammert de Jong in his book The
Operations of the Kingdom  also puzzled over this question. He described the
relationship as steering blind and muddling through.[xxv] There is movement he
writes, but as to direction and course one has to guess. Wehry, in his book,
Holland  and  the  Caribbean  basin,  after  trying  mightily  to  justify  the  Dutch
presence, finally stated that it  is important to Holland because it  is the only
Member of the European Union, that still has such ties in the Caribbean. Britain
had already concluded that colonial possessions in the Caribbean were basically a
waste of time and had granted independence to most of its colonies. Only the
really tiny islands such as Anguilla, Montserrat, The British Virgin Islands, The
Cayman Islands, and Bermuda which refused independence, still remained in the
British  empire  at  the  time.  France  had  no  colonies  as  such.  The  overseas
departments were an integral part of the French Republic, with full citizenship



accorded to the inhabitants.

They  were  no  longer  colonials  but  French  citizens.  The  Dutch  presence  in
Caribbean allowed to share patrol duties with the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard,
and this somehow translates into prestige.[xxvi] De Jong writes about the Dutch
ego  that  is  flattered  because  of  the  Kingdom’s  constitutional  ties  in  the
Caribbean.[xxvii] Gert Oostindie tellingly describes the relationship as ‘Strangling
Kingdom  ties’,[xxviii]  while  Klinkers  writes  in  her  thesis  ‘The  Road  to  the
Kingdom Charter’[xxix] that some members of the Dutch political elite (1950’s)
felt that without colonies Holland would sink back to the insignificant status of a
country such as Denmark. This situation is all the more perplexing when Great
Britain, with more, bigger and richer colonies had come to the conclusion that the
colonies were of no use, neither militarily, financially nor culturally. strong>[xxx]
De Jong states that contrary to popular belief, the Netherlands Antilles have never
in history been a financial cash cow for Holland.[xxxi] Verton, citing Lijphart is of
the opinion that Holland’s involvement in the bitter struggles over West New
Guinea were not the result of objective interests, but purely and exclusively for
emotional reasons.[xxxii] No wonder Klinkers characterized the Dutch approach
as ‘Foot dragging decolonization’.[xxxiii] The Antillles until now have never used
this  Dutch  emotional  attachment  to  them  to  full  advantage.  It  would  be
interesting for example, to see just how much Holland is prepared to pay for the
privilege of indulging its emotions. Klinkers writes about the rigid structure of the
Kingdom Charter in this respect.[xxxiv]  England on the other hand used the
exact opposite approach in the West Indies Act of 1967, by which she entered into
a relationship somewhat similar to the Kingdom Charter with her former British
West Indian colonies. The West Indies Act was constructed without a clear exit
strategy. There is one area in the Kingdom Charter where all parties are treated
equally.  Art.  55 of  the Kingdom Charter grants the Netherlands Antilles and
Aruba a veto right over any changes. Holland therefore needs the Antilles if it
wishes to get rid of its obligations towards these islands via a change in the
Kingdom Charter.

An endless parade of Dutch political parties and Ministers of Antillean and Aruban
affairs have issued volume upon volume of studies, reports, aide de memoirs and
have held endless round-table meetings and lecture series on the relationship, but
until such events as the riots in Curaçao in 1969 or those in Aruba in 1977,
Holland does not act. We can therefore safely conclude two things: meetings,



lecture-series and round-table conferences will not bring about any constitutional
change. The public is apathetic, Holland is clueless and the Antillian political elite
too smitten with the colonial complex to bring about meaningful constitutional
change.

Any island sincerely desiring constitutional change will have therefore to follow
the example of Aruba and Anguilla and engage in creative violence. This is the
only means to really get Holland’s attention. In the case of St. Maarten, such
creative  violence  may  be  largely  symbolic  and  only  restricted  to  some
unilateralism. This because unlike Anguilla, Aruba and Curaçao there is no mass
movement pushing events. The extreme heterogeneity of St. Maarten society also
makes it doubtful whether such a mass movement can be fashioned. The various
ethnic  groups  on  the  island  have  divergent  interests.  Immigrants,  though  a
numerical majority on the island, are first and foremost concerned with economic
gain, with little regard for constitutional development or nation building. Given
these circumstances unilateralism can take the form of refusing to turn over
certain taxes to the Central Government, establishing its own currency, or taking
over the police force. These are all goals which might be able to rally a majority of
the population to their cause regardless of national origin. Anything short of such
drastic action will result in endless round table conferences and another fifty
years of wandering in the desert. In closing I would like to leave you with a quote
from Michael Manley:

I refer here to the psychology of dependence which is the most insidious, elusive
and intractable of the problems which we inherit (…) If a man is denied both
responsibility and power long enough he will lose the ability to respond to the
challenge of the first and to grasp the opportunity of the second (…) So too with
societies.  Denied responsibility  and power  long enough,  they  show a  similar
tendency and can become almost incapable of response to opportunity because
there is not the habit of self-reliance.[xxxv]
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Koningin Juliana tekent het Statuut
voor het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden,
waarin een nieuwe rechtsorde wordt
vastgelegd  voor  de  relatie  van
Nederland  met  Suriname  en  de
Nederlandse  Antillen

True human progress is achieved not so much by the application of ideas thatare
original  as  by  ideas  whose  application  brings  more  human  beings  together
toshare a richer and fuller life.
John Blacking (1969: 60)

What this essay is about
After 50 years of the Kingdom Charter, the people of Sint Maarten want change.
They want their country to gain a separate status within the Dutch Kingdom. A
status that will be similar to the one Aruba currently enjoys; one that grants them
direct access to the Netherlands, circumventing the bureaucracy of Curaçao. In
this essay I argue that the success or failure of their representatives to achieve
this goal will depend on how these engage the politics of autochthony, one of the
dominant modes of thought of our times.

This  mode of  thought  finds  expression in  the  columns of  mainstream public
intellectuals in the Netherlands and on Sint Maarten who talk about the loss of
‘authentic culture’ and the cultural alienation of the autochthons. The loss is
blamed on the onslaught of globalization, both from within and from without. The
intellectuals  on  the  right  blame  the  working  class  newcomers  (Third  World
globalization agents from within), while those on the left favor presenting us with
a secret complot of North American capitalists pulling the strings of the Bush
regime  (the  First  World  globalization  agents  from  without).  It  is  an  odd
combination, surreal, but it is one that is effective in a time of anti-Americanism
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and anti-multiculturalism.

Mainstream public  intellectuals  in  the  Netherlands  enjoy  the  respect  of  the
masses as well as the elite. Think of Paul Scheffer, Bas Heijne, Jan Mulder, and
Theo van Gogh.[i]  Many Dutch people eagerly read their columns, which are
increasingly spiced with autochthony. Their success has to do with the fact that
those who write well are highly regarded, the vast majority of the Netherlanders
can claim to be autochthon, and the idea that Holland is the most tolerant of all
Western countries is well ingrained in the minds of most. Many autochthons have
imbibed the idea that the US could learn a thing or two from the Dutch, and not
the other way around.  Unable or unwilling to see the strong economic links
between  the  US  and  the  Netherlands,  sentiments  of  anti-Americanism  can
proliferate without a sense of hypocrisy. It can be found in the left and in the right
of the political spectrum. To strengthen their cause of anti-Americanism, which
they equate with anti-capitalism, leftist intellectuals appeal unwillingly to the idea
of Dutch exceptionality. Conservative intellectuals appeal to this same idea to
warrant their appraisal of working class newcomers. Newcomers should thank
God that they have the privilege of living among the tolerant Dutch. They should
shed their cultural expressions as soon as possible and become like the Dutch.
Newcomer intellectuals such as Ayaan Hirsi Ali who sing praise to this supposed
beacon of enlightenment strengthen their sense of Dutch exceptionality.[ii] It is
almost a caricature when one observes leftists intellectuals countering those on
the right by claiming that it is an aberration of the spirit of Dutch culture to be so
intolerant towards newcomers.

The same division between conservative and leftist intellectuals is discernible on
Sint Maarten. Leftists cry ‘shame on America,’ adding that the representatives in
The Hague and Brussels are also puppets of global capitalists. Sint Maarten will
not be healthy until it severs its ties with the Netherlands, joins the bandwagon of
Third World states resisting capitalism, and salvages its true ‘autochthon soul’.
Those on the right care little about global dynamics, blaming the working class
and  upper  class  newcomers  for  corrupting  society.  The  autochthons  are
undergoing a process of  cultural  alienation,  becoming strangers in their own
country, and therefore they need to assert their right before all his lost. As is the
case in the Netherlands, mainstream intellectuals on the left as well as on the
right appeal to autochthony.

Truth be said, however, those who appeal to the politics of autochthony on Sint



Maarten are a small group with little support among the working classes and the
elites. Intellectuals that write columns or books can’t make a living from their
craft; it is something they do on the side. Moreover, they have to compete with
radio disc jockeys who capture the people’s attention in ways they cannot. By
interspersing their messages with the latest Calypso and Bachata hits, these disc
jockeys  cater  to  the  universals  of  life,  rather  than  to  conventional  politics:
infidelity, broken homes, domestic abuse, friendship, and the need to love and be
loved,  things  that  all  human  beings  experience.  Anti-Americanism  and
autochthony rarely figure in their programs. Many told me that it made little
sense to engage in such discussions in a country where 70 % was newcomer, and
everyone’s  livelihood  depends  on  North  American  tourism.  The  lettered
champions of autochthony are upper middle class ‘locals’, surrounded by a sea of
newcomers  whose routes  and roots  transcend the island.  Some popular  disc
jockeys such as DJ Shadow were quite explicit denouncing the idea of being a
separate nation, the ground of autochthony, an affront to humanity
Now when you sit down and look you can’t say who is from SXM [St. Maarten]
and who is not, who is ‘local’ and who is not. Furthermore I and I don’t cater for
that. That nation business is just hate business, Devil works. Whenever you have a
nation, you have an enemy, you have war. Is like that because you going to
believe you better than the other man. I mean Bob Marley spoke about this.
Listen to ‘War’,  there the man is  basically  telling you that that is  nonsense.
Madness B [B is a shortened version of brother]. Jah create us all, that nation
business is just tribalism.

More weight can be lent to the appeal of disc jockeys, such as DJ Shadow, over
and  above  those  of  the  lettered  intellectuals,  when  one  realizes  that  Sint
Maarteners have bred two ‘indigenous ideologies’ that transcend the politics of
autochthony.  These  ideologies  are  the  money  tie  system  and  Christianity
understood as a meta language. The money tie system is the term used to denote
the common sense that the ultimate ground of most relationships on the island is
a quest for more money or power. Since one is first and foremost an individual,
one is licensed to maximize one’s gains while interacting with others. It matters
little whether or not they belong to the same ethnic group as oneself. This is how
Trevor, a carpenter originally from Jamaica explained the issue.
… all Man is sinners and this here is Babylon land too [Babylon is the Rasta term
for Western dominated Capitalism]. A thing that all over. The money tie system all
over. The only thing that a different between SXM and Africa is that here is John



Pope land [part of Western Europe], so things better for the hand to mouth people
here [Hand to mouth refer to the working classes who earn just enough to feed
themselves and not fulfil other desires; the salaries of hand to mouth people go
from their hand to their mouths/bellies]…. Yes Babylon make it [selfish behaviour]
worse cause Babylon is pure wickedness, but Man will always be selfish. That is
the way Man plan. Everybody is checking for himself.

On the other hand, Christianity understood as a meta-language refers to the
manner in which Sint Maarteners are encouraged to live up to the Christian
derived principles of solidarity and equality. For most Sint Maarteners, ‘Christian’
is a category applicable to anyone who seeks to behave civil in a country where
the money tie system is an acceptable fact of life. This is how Violet, a nurse born
and raised on Aruba, phrased the matter:
But you ain’t know that Francio, Christian is a passport on this island. Once you is
a cool Christian nobody ain’t bothering you; nobody ain’t asking you if you have
any papers [ID card, residence or work permit]. Where you come from. On this
island we like cool Christians, those who will play they lil number [lotto], curse
they lil bad word [swear], but still try to live right. That is the Christian we like
and  the  Christian  the  tourists  like  to  meet.  Not  those  disgusting  ones  who
constantly reminding you of death [the question of if you die do you know where
you are going].

The money tie system and Christianity understood as a meta-language represent
the necessity, SXMers would say, of being both a self-interested individual and a
non-egoistic  member  of  society.  They  claim  that  this  irresolvable  existential
dialectic is operative in all societies. This, they would argue, was the commonality
upon which their politicians should seek a dialogue with their counterparts in the
Netherlands. They were convinced that this starting point would lead to Sint
Maarteners achieving a separate status within the Dutch Kingdom.

Their  solution,  unlike that  of  the lettered intellectuals  on the island,  is  thus
predicated  upon a  universal  understanding  of  the  human condition.  It  is  an
example  of  what  I  term a  subaltern  Globalization  of  the  people  against  the
economic Globalization of  the global  elite,  and the autochthony craze of  the
lettered classes of the world.

This essay should be read as a note to those representatives of Sint Maarten who
seek to truly represent the views of the majority of the islanders. I have divided



this paper into three sections. The first section seeks to undo the common sense
with which lettered intellectuals in the Netherlands and Sint Maarten talk about
Globalization. What I demonstrate is that Globalization has to be understood in
the plural; that there are global flows orchestrated by the capitalist elite, and
there  are  counter  streams  which  are  based  on  the  experiences  of  the
downtrodden. The latter forms have liberating potential, once they go beyond
exclusive ethnicity.  I  will  present the cases of Pan-Africanism and Zionism to
demonstrate  that  within  these  subaltern  forms  of  Globalization  one  finds
tendencies  forwarding  a  closed  ethnic  identity  as  well  as  open  humanity
embracing ones. The former ones resemble more localized based autochthony
politics. Based upon this exposition I will demonstrate, in the second section, the
flaws in the argumentation of mainstream public intellectuals in the Netherlands
and Sint Maarten. Examples from both countries will be discussed. The Third
section goes on to expound on the money tie system and Christianity understood
as a meta-language, the ‘indigenous’ bred ideologies that go beyond a politics of
autochthony.

Globalization
Let me begin by tackling the juggernaut we call Globalization, for it is this specter
that  mainstream  public  intellectuals  in  the  Netherlands  and  Sint  Maarten
summon  to  stake  their  claim  of  autochthony.  Within  and  without  academia
Globalization is  often understood as the increase of  the circulation of  goods,
ideas, cultural expressions, peoples, and finances, which have rendered national
borders porous. The counterpart of Globalization is the paradise lost presented to
us in the columns of books of vanguard intellectuals. Never mind that an earnest
academic can show them that this paradise never existed.  The myth is  what
counts. The problem with such forms of mythology making is that they inhibit
serious debate, and they frame Globalization as if it is a one-way process. As if it
is one thing. As if the only solution is to assert one’s autochthony, to seek to
recreate the paradise lost.

Globalization,  however,  has to be understood in the plural.  It  is  not solely a
process whereby rich American capitalists are promoting commodity fetishism,
and in the process disrupt older society-specific ways of relating. The concept of
Globalization  is  not  contained  by  this  very  real  threat  alone.  For  the  Pan-
Africanism of Marcus Garvey and C.L.R. James, or the Zionism of Theodor Herzl
and Martin  Buber,  to  name but  a  few global  movements,  are  also  forms of



Globalization.  Economic  Globalization,  symbolized by  the New Empire,  North
America, as Hardt and Negri (2000) assert, is given too much credit when one
neglects these subaltern forms of Globalization.

If I might try my hand at definitions, I would state that Globalization is actually a
rapid acceleration of what we human beings have been doing all along—and that
is exchanging ideas, products, and cultural expressions across boundaries. For as
long as  human beings have walked on the face of  this  earth we have been
exchanging. And for as long as we have been exchanging we have reacted against
the negativities produced through these exchanges. Some of these reactions have
been local, but many have also been global. It is the latter reactions that we need
to  unveil  in  a  period  where  economic  Globalization’s  circumference  is
everywhere,  and  its  center  more  elusive.

The real question is thus how one can distinguish between positive and negative
forms of Globalization. The positive being those exchanges which lead to true
human camaraderie. The negative ones being those forms of exchange that create
the illusion of  irreconcilable  differences,  those which bring to  mind Hobbes’
dictum that Man is a wolf to Man. To be able to discern what is right and what is
wrong we need to first understand that no ethnic group has a monopoly over
death, destruction, and human carnage. Evil behavior does not belong to people
with a specific skin tone, creed, or class background. We also need to realize what
Wilson Harris means when he writes that ‘Wound’ and ‘Renascence’ go hand in
hand.[iii]  ‘Wound’  being  a  hurt,  a  pain,  inflicted  due  to  human  exchanges.
‘Renascence’, being the actions taken towards vindication and regaining of one’s
sense  of  human  dignity.  A  ‘Renascence’  that  produces  hatred  is  not  a
‘Renascence’, in the Harrisian sense of the term, but a de-humanization of Self
and Other.

Subaltern globalization
With this knowledge at hand let us analyze the thinkers of Pan-Africanism and
Zionism, two subaltern Globalizations if you wish. Without a doubt Marcus Garvey
was one of the great thinkers of his time. He was a product of the ‘Wound’ that
Europeans inflicted upon the people of African descent in the New World. He also
embodied the ‘Renascence’  of  Blacks in  the Diaspora,  as  he was one of  the
earliest protagonists of Black pride. Garvey encouraged black men and women in
the  Caribbean,  and  the  wider  Americas,  to  take  pride  in  the  land  of  their
ancestors and the color of their skin. Long before the sixties slogan of ‘Black is



Beautiful’, Garvey told his followers that the darkest of browns is the color of Man
too.

But we also need to understand the fundamental flaw in Garvey’s politics, which
was his idea that there existed human races and not one human race. Garvey was
a man of his times. And in his times most people believed that there was a distinct
African, Asian, and European Race. South African Apartheid, Jim Crow Laws, and
the Nation of Islam, are but extreme examples of what may come of the lies that
learned men and women have told to themselves and others. The fact of the
matter is that there is one human race and we humans have always been mixing.
It is a known anthropological fact that the first human beings came out of Africa
and thereafter spread across the rest of the world. Differences in phenotype are
but superficial adaptations to the environment. Europeans, Asians, Australians,
and Americans are disguised Africans. This is what Garvey failed to acknowledge
in his public denunciations of white supremacy.

Some pan-African intellectuals did however think beyond the paradigms of their
times, and C.L.R. James was one of these. Like Garvey he too was the embodiment
of the ‘Wound’ inflicted by European colonialism, and the ‘Renascence’ that came
out of that. But unlike Garvey, James advocated black pride divorced of the idea of
the distinctness of the ‘Negro Race’.

The novelty of James’ thought was that he believed that Europe or the US could
not understand itself unless it truly understood the contribution of the Caribbean
to world history. The Caribbean was not solely an effect of Europe, but actually
effected Europe. In his seminal work, the ‘Black Jacobins’, he showed that the
French Revolution and the Haitian revolution inflected upon each other. Through
this work we were led to understand that the famous battle of Waterloo would
have been lost if a huge contingent of Napoleon’s troops were not caught up
fighting Haitian slaves.

In later works he showed that even the Romantic period was not divorced from
the presence of New World slaves. What would the European Romantic age be
without Alexander Dumas’ The Three Musketeers, The Man with the Iron Mask,
and The Count of Monte Cristo? James made millions of black and white children
aware that Alexander Dumas was the Martiniquian son of slave woman. He was
the embodiment of the encounter between the colonizers and the colonized. But
James went further as he constantly averred that Dumas was no exception, as we



all are the offspring of the slave masters and the slaves of history. Therefore
revenge, that evil based upon the complete othering of the Other, should have no
place in emancipating movements predicated on creating a classless world. This
is what C.L.R. James taught us.

In Zionism we see a similar dialectic. It is not a gesture of political correctness or
good form to state that Jews have been a people that have sustained indescribable
persecution throughout the ages. If there is one constant scapegoat throughout
European history, it is the Jewish people. Nazism was only exceptional in so far as
its scope; it was not in so far as its stigmatization of Jews. Like the New World
Blacks,  they too have produced men and women who have embodied both a
‘Wound’ and a spirit of ‘Renascence’.  Theodor Herzl,  credited with being the
mastermind behind the founding of the Jewish state, longed for respect and an
end to the persecution of his fellow men. To protect Jews from persecution Herzl
proposed the founding of a Jewish state. Where he went wrong was that he saw
the  Arabs  that  lived  in  Palestine  as  being  intruders.  For  him  they  were
fundamentally different. Herzl, mirroring Garvey, was a man of his times who
dared not accept that terms such as Jew and Arab were but nouns that hid the
common humanity of these two peoples.

But the ‘Wound’ inflicted upon Jews also bred Martin Buber, a man with a vision
paralleling that of James.[iv] Buber’s classic statement was ‘no human being can
give more than making life possible for the other; if only for a moment.’ Another
statement was, ‘[w] hen I meet a man I am not concerned about his opinions. I am
concerned about that man.’ Buber averred that true Zionism could encompass
Jews and Arabs, as well as the rest of humanity.

He also made us aware as few others have of the importance of dialogue. He
distinguished  three  forms  of  dialogue,  namely,  genuine  dialogue,  technical
dialogue, and monologues disguised as dialogues. Let me start with the latter. A
monologue disguised as dialogues is when the people being spoken to are not
recognized as being persons. We spit out words at them and treat them as though
they were things. A technical dialogue characterizes itself as being about finding
objective parameters of truth. Here again the other person is but a means to an
end, and we scold him or her for not living up to expectations or grasping ’the
truth’. The third type of dialogue, that which Buber coined genuine dialogue is
one between equals. We treat the Other as a person, as we would like to be
treated. While we may have opposing views, we heed, listen, and seek to build



common worlds. We recognize that the Other is also seeking a way in this world.

Autochthony movements in the Netherlands and Sint Maarten
The exposition the thoughts of the four thinkers just discussed lays bare the
problematic  of  the  politics  of  autochthony  forwarded  by  mainstream  public
intellectuals in the Netherlands and on Sint Maarten. They are hardly interested
in genuine dialogue, a dialogue where the people they talk about are recognized
as being equals. They are specialists in monologues disguised as dialogues. In
their  columns  and  books,  they  rabble-rouse,  accuse,  and  feed  on  people’s
anxieties. The Other with whom they are in conversation, or better phrased those
whom  they  are  talking  about,  are  depicted  as  rats,  lice,  and  cockroaches
corrupting the moral fabric of Dutch and Sint Maarten society.

In the Netherlands this is explicitly manifested in the blaming of immigrants of
Moroccan, Turkish, and Curaçaolean descent. Increase in crime, domestic abuse,
and religious fundamentalism are made to be synonymous with these groups.
What  their  reading  public  is  offered  is  nonsense  posing  as  sense.  Take  for
instance the  issue of  crime.  It  is  a  fact  that  many Morroccan,  Turkish,  and
Curaçaoan youngsters are involved in crime, but so are many ‘autochthon’ Dutch
youths.  Moreover  the  ‘Bouw Fraude’,  the  ‘Betuwelijn’,  and  the  ‘Albert  Hein
affaire’ are but the tips of the ice berg that demonstrate that men and women in
three piece suits are not exempt from the lure of crime.[v] It has always been the
case that the offences committed by the working classes are highlighted while the
white collar crime that cost the tax payer millions is muffled over.

While residing on SXM I heard mainstream public intellectuals engage in similar
blame the victim tactics. It was the Colombians that were spreading immorality,
the Indians that were preventing SXMers from getting a job, and the Haitians that
were overpopulating the island. If anyone were to believe them, all would be well
and swell once the immigrants left the country or stopped with their uncivil ways.
Let me grab a concrete example to show the faultiness in their reasoning. In
newspaper columns these intellectuals write that East Indians only care about
East Indians. They only employ their own. The writers claim that they are not
badmouthing anyone. They are just ’stating the facts’.
This  form  of  ‘merely  stating  the  facts’  however,  blinds  their  readers  to  a
fundamental understanding. First, if East Indians merchants truly cared about
East Indians workers, they would not have these working 11 to twelve hours a day
for meager salaries. That is not a case of caring, but one of plain and simple



exploitation. If we take a class perspective on the matter, we realize that upper
classes the world over like their workers docile and cheap. East Indian workers,
dependent on their employers for a work permit, are as docile and as cheap as
they  come.  Exploitation  and  racist  thought—the  latter  is  also  part  of  the
equation—is not an East Indian trait, but one we often find among members of the
upper classes.
What the ‘vanguards’ in the Netherlands and on Sint Maarten are espousing is a
‘Renascence’ which excludes and dehumanizes. It is a ‘Renascence’ that is of little
utility  in  Dutch-SXM talks  with  regards  to  the  latter’s  quest  in  obtaining  a
separate status within the Dutch Kingdom.

SXM and Dutch dialogues
While Sint Maarten politicians are less susceptible to the ideas of the island’s
public  intellectuals,  they  are  nevertheless  influenced by  their  discourse.  The
recent  talks  between  the  representatives  of  Sint  Maarten  and  the  Dutch
government can be described using Buber’s  term as technical  dialogues and
monologues disguised as dialogues. Beneath the veneer of pleasantries, the Dutch
politicians shot off salvos of derogatory remarks at one another. Employing the
moral  science  of  statistics,  the  Dutch  camp brings  in  all  kinds  of  technical
arguments to demonstrate that the Sint Maarten civil service is not equipped to
be  a  separate  partner  within  the  Dutch  Kingdom.  Between  the  lines  SXM
administrators  are  accused  of  being  corrupt  and  reminded  that  they  are
peripheral  to the Dutch Kingdom. The Sint  Maarten camp usually  retorts  by
employing the Law. They interpret the Kingdom Charter in such a way that on a
legal and moral basis the Netherlands has to respect their people’s quest to
obtain a separate status within the Kingdom. Implicitly the Dutch are accused of
being  neo-colonialists,  and  sometimes  puppets  of  international  capitalists.
Miscommunication  is  the  net  result  of  these  kinds  of  encounters.
The major losers are the Sint Maarten people. This is so since SXM politicians
who are contaminated by the politics of autochthony are inadvertently preaching
to the Dutch media machine and the ideas forwarded by conservative vanguard
intellectuals.  They  are  corroborating  the  dominant  premise  of  irreconcilable
differences  between  the  Dutch  and  the  Antillean  ‘identity’.  The  latter  is
synonymous with the so-called crime spree of Curaçaoans. Because the general
public in the Netherlands cannot distinguish the islands, they usually accept that
Sint Maarten is a carbon copy of the mediatized image of Curaçao.



This  unfortunate  state  of  affairs  can  be  averted  if  the  conversation  SXM
politicians have with their Dutch counterparts is one based on a genuine dialogue
as Buber would put it. This dialogue would start out by recognizing the analyses
of the vanguard for what they are: products of a ‘Wound’ inflicted by economic
Globalization.  Both  the  Netherlands  and  Sint  Maarten  are  experiencing  the
negative effects of a world where multi-nationals are becoming less bound to
nation-states.  Dutch  multi-nationals,  for  instance,  display  little  loyalty  to  the
Netherlands. Phillips,  Unilever,  and Shell,  the pride of the Netherlands, have
transplanted much of their labor-intensive production processes to Third World
countries. That thousands of autochthon Dutch men and women are jobless, and
that the newcomers are blamed for the economic malaise is of little consequence
to the executive board of Dutch multi-nationals. So too, are the headaches of
Dutch politicians who amidst widespread unemployment have to secure amenities
for a graying Dutch population. Thus behind their façade of technical prowess,
Dutch  politicians  are  just  as  vulnerable  to  Global  forces  as  Sint  Maarten
politicians are. This is what SXM politicians have to realize, instead of being
caught up in the outdated jargon such as ‘neo-colonialism’.

A genuine dialogue can only take place when Dutch and SXM politicians begin
from the understanding that both are seeking to secure the livelihood of their
people, in the midst of a fierce and competitive world market. Sint Maarten’s
quest for a separate status can then be seen in the same light as the further
integration of the Netherlands within the European Union, namely, a means to
better one’s competitive edge.
Implicitly both then may arrive at the understanding that, as the Martiniqueian
writer Patrick Chamoiseau phrased it, no country can be truly independent within
our global age. Alone, the Netherlands cannot survive. The same is the case for
Sint Maarten. We are heading for a world of supra regional blocs: the European
Union  (EU),  the  Association  of  Southeast  Asian  Nations  (ASEAN),  Common
Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), and the Free Trade Area of
the Americas (FTAA). There are even initiatives underway to create transoceanic
trading groups such as the APEC and the TAFTA. In short, we had the age of
colonialism,  followed  by  post-colonialism,  and  we  seem  to  be  heading  to  a
postpost-colonial world.

The politics of autochthony in the Netherlands and on Sint Maarten are politics of
retrograde. Sint Maarten politicians need thus to have a future and past oriented



outlook,  even  as  they  operate  in  the  present.  This  should  be  the  basis  for
redesigning Kingdom relations in the 21st century. In other words, while it is
necessary to remember that Dutch and Sint Maarten politicians had different
social  locations  in  the  past,  it  is  equally  important  to  understand  that  Sint
Maarten and Dutch politicians are in a different world than their predecessors
were. This is just another way of saying that political economy without a genuine
appraisal that the world is forever changing runs the risk of letting in identity
politics through the backdoor. Within these changes, the working classes on the
island have constructed fundamental  humanity  as  changeless.  This  was their
existentialism.

The money tie system and Christianity as a meta-language
C.L.R. James’ famous dictum was that politics should start at where the people
are, and distill the radical possibilities hidden in their way of doing life. While
conducting fieldwork on SXM I realized that the conditions of life on SXM had
produced two ideologies that offer alternatives to politics based on autochthony.
These are Christianity employed as a meta-language and the money tie system.
When most Sint Maarteners claim that their society is Christian, what they are
actually saying is that they understand that Christian oriented values are and
have been historically important. They do not wish to implement a theocracy, or
even to exclude other religious practitioners in their society.  Let me give an
illustration of the many I collected during my fieldwork. In words worthy of Henry
David Thoreau (1942), who argued that philosophy’s main task is about bringing
men and women to an understanding of their inner-divinity, one middle aged
housekeeper I met at a bar told me every one born is a descendent of Adam and
therefore they are worthy of being called a Christian. In her words, ‘once you are
born you are a Christian. We are all children of God since we all belong to the
Adamic race.’ This woman who had enjoyed very little schooling made it clear to
me that she understood that every human being is an Adam, a being thrown into
the world; a being who must carve out a path in life for him- or herself. That she
could see a Christian in every person she met, and those she would never meet,
meant  that  she  understood  that  Christianity  was  about  having  an  ethical
relationship to the Other. And these others are inevitably part of oneself, as all
stems from what theologians term God and metaphysicians such as Berkley called
the Universal Mind.[vi] This understanding calls for a non-egoistic insertion in
the human community.



We should not downplay this example, for what it actually alerts us to is that most
SXMers understand what the ideologues among the Dutch Christian Democrats
(CDA) are seeking to get across to their constituency. They understand that a
healthy society should have a religion in the Durkheimian sense of the term,
meaning a transcendental sense of its Self.[vii] But where CDA politicians like
many Christian leaders sit in on an ideal plane and criticize the worldly, Sint
Maarteners embrace the fallibility of the human condition. During a session at
Father  Charles,  I  witnessed  the  nods  of  approval  when  this  popular  priest
reminded his flock of the age-old wisdom that the man who forgets that he is
human and tries to behave like an Angel turns out being a beast. We may aim for
the stars as long as we do not forsake the earth is what Sint Maarten politicians,
basing  themselves  on  their  people’s  knowledge,  can  teach  their  CDA
counterparts.

Most Sint Maarteners translated their awareness of the constitutive fallibility of
the human condition into an understanding that besides Christianity, their society
was held together by an overall recognition of the money tie system. The money
tie  system  conveys  their  understanding  that  all  relationships  are  ultimately
grounded in a quest for more money and power. In other words they understand
that there are no pure disinterested relationships between human beings. Hard
economics and status acquisitions are always the non-transparent last instances
in all societies. Being a Christian cannot be divorced from this lived reality. This is
how Clem, a petty entrepreneur from Dominica reasoned.
…the kind of Christians you looking for, well we don’t have that kind over here so.
This here is money tie system land. Come to think of it, I don’t think that kind of
Christian  Christian  [true  pious  Christians]  exists  except  in  the  Bible  or
somewhere where people cut off. Sint Maarten is not a place that is cut off. You
hear about the Big Apple, well this here is the Little Apple. That is what the
people from the neighboring islands does call  Sint  Maarten.  Anybody on the
island who receiving a paycheck can’t say that he born again. If he say that he is,
he’s a hypocrite, a stinking dirty liar. Every month that he collect that paycheck
knowing that a lot of drugs money does pass through this place he sinning. Every
time he say thanks for that tip knowing that it is from people who exploiting they
own people in the States, he sinning. We are all sinners, we trying to be Christian,
Christian yes, but we can’t be it as long as this island remains being the Little
Apple.



Since the Netherlands is also a place that is not cut-off to use Clem’s words, there
can be no glorification of the nobility of the autochthon Dutch. This is the reality
of both countries, and beneath this social reality Sint Maarteners would argue
there is  the reality  of  the simultaneous fallibility  and divinity  of  all  humans.
According to the plebeians of SXM society, a genuine dialogue between the SXM
delegation and its Dutch counterparts begins with this understanding. Who needs
the politics of autochthony when by doing life most working class Sint Maarteners
have intuitively come to understand that Wilson Harris’ theory of the ‘Wound’ and
‘Renascence’ are fundamentally universal.

NOTES
i. Theo van Gogh was murdered a few months ago by a Muslim extremist for his
anti-Islamic views.
ii. Ayaan Hirsi Ali is a Dutch politician who was born and raised in Somalia.
iii. See Kutzinski (1995).
iv. For a detailed exposition of Buber’s thoughts see ‘The life of dialogue 4th
edition’ (2002).
v.  The Bouw Fraude’ involved fraud and unlicensed cartel activities by major
building contractors. The ‘Albert Hein affaire’ was the Dutch version of the Enron
accounting scandal.  The ‘Betuwelijn’  is  a  major  railway project  of  the Dutch
government which cost much more than the taxpayer was told it would.
vi. For a thorough explanation of major metaphysical thinkers see Vesey (1992).
vii. See Durkheim (1965).
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The Kingdom Of The Netherlands
In The Caribbean ~ Denicio Brison
To Francio Guadeloupe

I have read your paper and would like to address a
few of the issues you have raised.
First  of  all,  I  have worked out a theoretical  frame
work that relies on a mathematical model to predict
when autochthony would rear its  head.  Basically it
states that every society has a given tolerance level
for accepting outsiders. Once this level is breached,
the reactions you describe set in. But there are other
factors; different groups in the same society display
different levels of tolerance to foreigners, depending
on  how much  they  benefit  from foreigners  or  are
threatened by their presence. In addition, there are

differences in tolerance levels for different types of foreigners,  depending on
education  levels,  racial  background  and  perceived  integration  prognosis.  In
addition,  these  tolerance  levels  change  over  time,  within  all  the  various
categories.  By  assigning  values  to  the  different  variables  I  mentioned  and
plugging  them into  an  equation  one  can  attempt  to  project  just  how many
foreigners the local population as a whole can tolerate without creating social
friction and resentment. Sure, we all belong to the human race, but still we need
time to adapt to the changes the movement of people creates. By being sensitive
to the tolerance level of the host country and showing understanding for the fears
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and anxieties of their hosts, prospective immigrants can make their adjustment
much easier.  They  can also  identify  countries  where  their  presence is  more
appreciated  and  avoid  countries  where  tolerance  levels  are  approaching  the
breaking point. It makes no sense to force oneself on others, no matter how much
the Other is a member of the human race. Forcing the issue only creates friction
and resentment.

Secondly, don’t many people still believe that there are distinct races? You state
that differences in phenotype are but superficial adaptations to the environment:
‘Europeans,  Asians,  Australians,  and  Americans  are  disguised  Africans’.  Try
selling  this  idea,  i.e.  that  whites  are  disguised  Africans,  and experience  the
hostility the very idea provokes. Academics readily accept this theory. But it is
with the same approach as evolutionists. They accept that we are descendants of
apes, but it was all so long ago, so speculative as to render it nothing more than a
vague abstraction. So too, should the idea of black as the proto-type of the human
race be seen. Keep it safely in the outermost recesses of human existence. A long,
long  time  ago.  Most  whites  would  be  deeply  offended  by  anything  more
immediate.

Thirdly, what do you mean with: ‘Employing the moral science of statistics’. Is
statistics a ‘moral science’?

Fourthly, living on Sint Maarten, one can safely argue that ‘neo-colonialism’ is not
an outdated concept at  all,  but  alive and well.  Classical  colonialism was the
exploitation of the colony for the benefit of the mother country. Neo-colonialism is
the exploitation of the colony for the benefit of agents of the mother country, its
most  visible  manifestation  being  technical  and  other  forms  of  ‘assistance’.
Technical assistants earn many multiples of what a similarly, or better qualified
local  can  expect  to  earn,  live  in  exclusive  enclaves  and  in  general  enjoy  a
luxurious season in Paradise. Big infrastructural projects end up in the hands of
contractors of the donor country and the colony or recipient country is little more
than a transfer point for the money. Precious little real development ever comes
from ‘technical assistance’ or ‘project grants and financing’ (see Gunnar Myrdal
on this). Projects such as DEPOS’ are prime examples. Its prime beneficiaries are
a coterie of Dutch technical advisors and contractors. This is the reality of the
‘new colonialism’ or ‘neo-colonialism’.

Finally, you state that no country can be truly independent within our global age.



My idea is that countries do not seek independence in the classical term of the
word but they want sovereignty. Only sovereign countries can collaborate on a
voluntary basis, to achieve mutually beneficial ends. A country that is dependent,
that has not achieved political independence, cannot enter into agreements with
other countries on its own. First of all other countries do not recognize it and
secondly, it is the mother country that enters into international treaties for and on
its behalf. It is dependent. It cannot act on its own. Only a sovereign country is
free to decide to join, say the EU. The EU does not enter into discussions with
countries that are not politically independent.

The Kingdom Of The Netherlands
In The Caribbean. The Need For A
Critical  Imagination  ~  Francio
Guadeloupe  (In  Reaction  To
Denicio Brison)

Reality is not defined by matters of fact.
Matters of fact are not all that is given in
experience. Matters of fact are only very
partial and, I would argue, very polemical,
very  political  renderings  of  matters  of
concern and only a subset of what could
also be called states of affairs.

(Bruno Latour)

The counter  arguments  put  forward by Brison in  this  volume are eloquently
phrased, and convey his concern for the welfare of Sint Maarten. Nevertheless
they are fundamentally flawed. I shall not address all of his arguments in detail.
Instead I will focus on the two major poles around which they revolve. These are
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Brison’s defence of nationalism, and mathematics as a solution to solving the
inevitability of autochthony politics. Reading against the grain and in-between the
lines, I have come to the conclusion that he is advocating a sophisticated form of
Black Nationalism.

Behind Brison’s politically correct phrasing, excusing autochthony, mathematics
creeps up as the magical solution. Through mathematics one would be able to find
out who fits where in the world, which people should reside where in the world,
and when a society has reached its tolerance level. Later in his rebuttal to my
essay  Brison asks  why I  call  statistics,  which to  a  large extent  is  based on
mathematics, a weapon often employed to discredit the governing capacities of
Antillean civil  service,  ‘a  moral  science’?  The answer is  a  simple one.  Many
intellectuals, who employ statistics to address complex societal matters, reduce
the flow of life to a set of hegemonic variables upon which they make equations
and then state ‘the facts do not lie’. What they omit is that these ‘facts’ are based
upon  the  mathematical  and  computational  models  they  choose,  and  the
significance they assign to the variables. Moreover, there is always narration in
mathematical models.  And it  is these narratives together with the techniques
employed that define and construct ‘the facts’. Mathematical facts employed in
social life do not speak for themselves. There is power and interests behind these.

Unspeakable horrors have been committed when the moral science of statistics
has been combined with a politics based on autochthony. Think of the far too little
documented fact of eugenic projects implemented in the late 1800s and 1900s
throughout  the  Americas.  Statistics,  mathematics,  and the pseudo science of
raciology, were presented as evidence that blacks were degenerates. Legislators
and leading intellectuals in Brazil and Argentina reasoned that it was better to
encourage immigration of  European immigrants  since these were supposedly
fitter than Africans and Asians. Europeans would not exacerbate the tolerance
level of these societies (Andrews 2004). In one sense, it is striking that these
earlier proponents of mathematical solutions to immigration employed many of
the  variables  that  Denicio  Brison  does.  Education,  ‘racial  similarity’,  and
prognosis of integration all ranked high in their elaborate argumentation. They
were advocating a practical morality and not what they considered the unrealistic
humanism of  those who dared dream of  a  raceless and classless society My
unease at the similarities between Brison’s solution and that of the white racists
of old, and those who keep the faith in the many power centres of the world, was



brought to rest after re-reading Paul Gilroy’s Black Atlantic (1993).

The traditional teaching of ethics and politics—practical philosophy—came to an
end some time ago, even if its death agonies were prolonged. This tradition had
maintained the idea that a good life for the individual and the problem of the best
social and political order for the collectivity could be discerned by rational means.
Though it is seldom acknowledged even now, this tradition lost its exclusive claim
to rationality partly through the way that slavery became internal to Western
civilisation and through the obvious complicity which both plantation slavery and
colonial regimes revealed between rationality and the practice of racial terror.
Not perceiving its residual condition, blacks in the west eavesdropped on and
then took over a fundamental question from the intellectual obsessions of their
enlightened rulers. Their progress from the status of slaves to their status of
citizens led them to enquire into what the best  possible forms of  social  and
political existence might be (Gilroy 1993: p. 39).

Gilroy shows that most blacks were able to create practical philosophies that
transcended ideas of nation and ethnicity, however, he also remarks that black
nationalists coloured the racial philosophies of the former rulers brown. They
eavesdropped on their former master’s concerns without employing their critical
imagination, and rebuked the humanism of the common folk for being too naïve: a
case of false consciousness. And thus when one looks closely at staunch black
nationalists and their white counterparts, one observes that throughout history
there have been many similarities. If white was labelled an essential identity, then
radical blacks asserted blackness. If whites argued that to every people belongs
an exclusive right to a territory, then black nationalists forwarded the same logic.
If whites claimed that the minority should lead the masses to the founding of a
nation-state,  otherwise  it  would  never  happened,  blacks  presented  the  same
reasoning. If  whites made hierarchies within the polity assigning some lesser
citizenship because of skin colour, ethnicity, religion, or time of arrival then these
black intellectuals in the Global South aver that their countries should do the
same.

White and black nationalists are seamy sides of the same unusable coin that we
should  throw  away,  and  with  them  the  idea  of  exclusive  nationalism  and
sovereignty. This idea has caused so much discord between the peoples of this
earth.  Decolonization was necessary but  for  C.L.R.  James,  Franz Fanon,  José
Martí, three of the finest minds the Caribbean and the world has produced, it was



but a step to a humanism that encompasses the globe. My argument remains that
those countries that did not pursue independence in the sixties and seventies, the
heyday of the independence struggles,  have to understand the world as it  is
today.  It  means  forging  a  New International  that  transcends  nationality  and
ethnicity. An International that uncovers and dismantles the mechanisms which
keep the ‘havenots ’ and the ‘have-a-little’ fighting for crumbs, while the handfuls
of ‘haves’ eat the global cake. My stay on Sint Maarten convinced me that the
most inhabitants of the island are susceptible to a New International attune to
their particularities. As I stand in front of a class full of mostly white faces at the
University  of  Amsterdam teaching the unity  of  humankind as  argued by  the
Haitian Anténor Firmin (1885), the first anthropologist to discredit the idea of
different human races, I realize that West Indian blacks who eavesdropped upon
their former masters, while employing their critical imagination, spoke the truth
to power. I believe that we owe them that much and more. We need to imagine
and create new architectures of human commonality in our politics.

The  continuous  exploitation  of  man  by  man,  inhumanity  of  man  to  man,  is
reinforced ironically,  I  believe,  by ceaseless catalogues of  injustice.  We need
somehow  to  find  an  original  dislocation  within  which  to  unlock  a  body  of
claustrophobic assumptions which strengthen it by promoting a self-encircling
round  of  protest  –  a  continuous  obsession  with  irreconcilable  differences  –
irreconcilable frontiers – irreconcilable ghettos – like a static clock that crushes
all into the time of conquest. Much of the character of civilisation as we have
known it – has been geared to this static clock which obviously seeks to shape its
material, all its human material, into time-tables of defensive capital, defensive
labour, and other territorial imperatives. That is why the catalogues of deeds
compiled by historians conform to dead time that measures man as a derivative
industry  making animal,  tool-making animal,  weapon-making animal.  And the
quest therefore for an inner clock is so necessary in our situation of social and
industrial character geared relentlessly to static time (Harris, 1970: p. 28).
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